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Chinese cinema reels in UK’s Pinewood 

  Pinewood Studios, the iconic UK movie-production hub, has formed a joint venture with Seven 
Stars Media, the entertainment conglomerate owned by Chinese media mogul Bruno Wu. The new 
company, called Song Li, will co-produce, raise funds and build entertainment complexes in  
China. According to Stock Market Wire, Pinewood’s financial investment in Song Li will be limited, 
but it will provide ample expertise gathered from its other overseas operations in Canada, the US, 
Malaysia, Germany and the Dominican Republic. Pinewood is controlled by UK-based The Peel 
Group, which is the latest major foreign investor in cinema in China. Accountancy giant PwC calcu-
lates that the filmed-entertainment market in China could grow to US$7.4bn in 2016 from US$4.5bn 
in 2012. Recent high-profile projects in the country include the US-Chinese co-production Outcast, a 
$25m epic set in 10th century China. It is being produced through the Yunnan Film Group, stars Hol-
lywood star Nicholas Cage and is directed by stuntman-turned-filmmaker Nick Powell. And the only 
way Meeting the Giant, a film shot in Singapore, could get significant distribution in Chinese cinemas 
was to work with a Chinese company. To that end, Singapore-based G&J Creations and Clover 
Films developed the film and co-produced it with China-based Stellar Megamedia International.  

The force is with the UK; new 
Star Wars to shoot in Britain 

  Star Wars, arguably history’s biggest sci-fi 
movie franchise and now part of the Walt  
Disney empire, could film the next three  
episodes in the UK. Star Wars VII, the seventh 
episode and scheduled for a 2015 release, will 
definitely be shooting at the UK’s Elstree, 
Leavensden and Shepperton studios. Director 
JJ Abrams is reported to be using Ireland for 
locations also. The first six Star Wars movies, 
also shot in Britain, have generated more than 
US$4bn from the international box office. 

New Malaysian fund invests  in 
mid-budget Asian feature films 

  Khazanah Nasional Berhad, the Malaysian 
government’s investment unit, has formed a 
jointly owned content-production venture 
called Ideate Media with Astro Overseas, the 
international investment arm of satellite-TV 
operator Astro Holdings. Ideate will invest in 
mid-budget English-language Asian-themed 
films and TV series for international distribu-
tion. The government wants to boost Malaysia 
as a great film location and recently introduced 
tax-incentive schemes. Post-production facility 
Pinewood Iskandar Studios is its joint venture 
with the iconic UK movie studio.  

  Swarovski Entertainment, the movie-
production division of the luxury-jewellery 
 empire, is to release its first movie on July 1. 
The latest adaptation of Shakespeare’s Ro-
meo & Juliet was filmed on a £15m budget, 
written by Julian Fellowes (Downton Abbey’s 
creator) and directed by Italy’s Carlo Carlei. 
Swarovski’s association with the international 
movie business goes as far back as the 
1930s. It dressed Marilyn Monroe in Gentle-
men Prefer Blondes, Audrey Hepburn in 
Breakfast at Tiffany’s and Baz Luhrmann’s 
recent The Great Gatsby.  

  Zach Braff, the US TV actor/movie director, 
has raised US$3m-plus via the Kickstarter 
crowd-funding website to shoot Wish I Was 
Here, a movie co-written with his brother  
Adam. US TV and film stars Kate Hudson and 
Mandy Patinkin are to star in the movie. Braff 
launched the Kickstarter campaign on 24 April 
to raise US$2m. He exceeded his original goal 
within days and received more than 46,000 
fund pledges. Movie investment firm 
Worldview Entertainment has since also come 
on board.  

Romeo & Juliet is luxury 
brand Swarovski’s first movie 

TV star whips up $3m from 
Kickstarter fans for new film  
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Investors keen to snap up TV shares 
Television is hot investment property again. The owners of Hulu, the US multi-screen streaming-TV 
service, unsuccessfully tried to sell the rapidly growing revolutionary TV service in 2011. Today, Hulu 
is up for sale again and the owners, News Corporation, Comcast and the Walt Disney Company, are 
talking to a long queue of potential buyers. They range from the newly acquisitive giant web-portal 
Yahoo! to major media investors like Chernin Group, Silver Lake, and KKR. TV, as a business propo-
sition, has caught the imagination of general investors. RTL Group, Europe’s biggest broadcaster 
and a subsidiary of German media conglomerate Bertelsmann, had no problem offloading 17% of its 
shares for US$1.8bn via the Brussels, Luxembourg and Frankfurt stock exchanges. The sale leaves 
Bertelsmann with a 75% stake. The proceeds are close to the US$2bn Bertelsmann wanted as part 
of its wish to acquire more digitally oriented properties and grow in the emerging economies. Bertels-
mann’s international rival News Corp recently confirmed plans to split its global operations into two 
publicly quoted groups later this month (28 June). The print business, including London’s Sunday 
Times and the US’ Wall Street Journal, will be part of a new company also called News Corp. The 
other more profitable half will be called 21st Century Fox; it will be dominated by the current News 
Corp’s TV business. In the nine months ended 31 March, News Corp’s cable, satellite and broadcast 
divisions combined generated $14.5bn in revenues compared to filmed entertainment’s US$5.8bn.  

DreamWorks’ $150m bet on 
Awesome YouTube channel 

  Hollywood’s DreamWorks Animation has 
agreed to buy YouTube youth-oriented net-
work AwesomenessTV for US$33m. Another 
US$117m will be paid if certain milestones are 
reached by 2015. AwesomenessTV has 
68,660-plus channels, more than 1.2 million 
videos and has had over 1 billion views since 
its 2008 launch. It is a beneficiary of the 
US$100m YouTube has invested in profes-
sionally made original-content channels. The 
brainchild of Hollywood producer Brian Rob-
bins, AwesomenessTV registered on YouTube 
on 2008 but started transmission in 2010.  

Liberty Media to sell TV-shows 
catalogue Chellomedia 

    Liberty Global, the international arm of 
John Malone’s Liberty Media (MTF Issue 
No13), is seeking US$800m-US$1bn for its 
content division Chellomedia, according to 
WSJ.com. After buying UK cable-TV operator 
Virgin Media for US$16bn in February, Liberty 
Global is one of the world’s biggest cable  
communications operators with interests most-
ly in Europe and Latin America. Proceeds from 
the sale of Chellomedia, comprising 68 wholly 
and jointly owned niche entertainment TV 
channels, will be used to bolster the larger 
cable-operations business.  

  TV-formats specialist Banijay Group buys 
50% of Ambra Multimedia, a production firm 
owned by Marco Bassetti, former top Endemol 
executive and Banijay’s new CEO. *SBS Dis-
covery Media, part of Discovery Communica-
tions, is buying Sweden’s Channel TV11 from 
TV4 Group. *Perfect Storm Entertainment, the 
joint venture of Chinese movie director Justin 
Lee and media mogul Bruno Wu (of Seven 
Stars Entertainment, Harvest Seven Stars  
Media Equity), launches a TV-production divi-
sion. *Sony Pictures Television buys 50% of 
Indonesia’s Televiva from Dori Media Group.  

  Amazon.com has already unveiled 14 pilots 
to be tested among online viewers. The most 
popular will receive commissions to create a 
series that will be available to subscribers of 
Amazon’s streaming-TV networks in the US, 
UK and Germany. *Yahoo!, the giant web  
portal and Tumblr’s new owner, has unveiled 
plans for six new original web video shows this 
year. *Netflix tells the Hollywood Reporter it 
plans to double the number of original shows 
for 2014.  

Shorts: Banijay; Perfect Storm; 
SBS Discovery; Sony Pictures 

US TV streamers go on original
-content spending spree 
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Canada, UK form new investment funds 
The governments in Canada and the UK have launched investment funds to support burgeoning 
music careers. Canada’s three-year US$45m Ontario Music Fund kicks off in the 2013-2014 financial 
year. It aims to support the production, distribution and performance of live and recorded music by 
emerging acts in the Ontario province, and to promote them in Canada and overseas. It comes a 
year after the province launched the C$5m Live Music Strategy to invest in live-music events that will 
appeal to tourists. The province’s Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport believes Ontario can match 
London, New York and Los Angeles in terms of music-production services. Additionally, it hopes to 
create music jobs in the region. The Canadian Independent Music Association says Ontario  
represents 80% of the 14,000 people working in the country’s indie-music sector. Recent figures 
from the government’s Statistics Canada add that Ontario accounts for almost 82% of the country’s 
total music revenues. Furthermore, the new fund aims to promote the recording facilities to foreign 
and Canadian musicians. In the UK, the PRS for Music Foundation, part of the UK’s performance-
rights collecting society, and the government organisation Arts Council England have jointly 
launched the £500,000 Momentum Music Fund (MMF). From August this year, the MMF will award 
individual grants of between £5,000 and £15,000 to support the careers of artists and bands.  

Primary Wave Music snares 
$125m from investment banks 

  Credit Suisse and Sun Trust Bank are back-
ing Primary Wave Music, the US artist-
management and publishing group, in a 
US$125m deal. The two banks are existing 
investors in Primary Wave, which is majority-
owned by its management, including CEO 
Lawrence Mestel. Artist Ceelo Green is chief 
creative officer. The funds will be used for ex-
pansion via acquisitions and signing new tal-
ent. *Meanwhile, UK music-rights company 
One Media iP Group floated on Britain’s AIM 
stock exchange at a valuation of about £5m.  

Bromance Records falls in  
EDM love with EMI France 

  French independent electronic dance-
music (EDM) company Bromance Records 
has formed an A&R partnership with EMI  
Music France to develop, and sign new EDM 
talent for the French and international mar-
kets.  EMI will handle the international distribu-
tion. EMI Music France will be part of the  
Parlophone Label Group being bought by 
Warner Music Group (WMG) from Universal 
Music Group. WMG is reported as saying that 
the Parlophone deal should save the group 
US$70m in annual cost savings.  

  VICE Media, the global youth-media brand, 
has launched Thump, a new digital music-
video channel dedicated to electronic dance 
music (EDM). Thump is accessible via a  
dedicated website (www.thump.vice.com) or 
its own YouTube channel. It was created with 
Recreation Worldwide, an EDM marketing firm 
co-founded by dance-music talent agency AM 
Only and Brooklyn-based talent-management 
firm Complete Control Management. The ad-
funded Thump will feature original EDM-
themed content in the form of videos, articles 
and photos.  

  Universal Music Group has expanded its 
music-publishing portfolio following Universal 
Music Publishing Group’s (UMPG) agreement 
to buy the privately owned Criterion Music 
Corporation and its affiliates for an undis-
closed sum. Bo Goldsen will stay on as presi-
dent at the new UMPG-owned Criterion. The 
70-year-old Criterion was first launched as the 
publishing arm of Capitol Records.  Over the 
decades, it grew organically and through  
acquisitions. Its wide-ranging repertoire  
includes pop, rock, country music, jazz and 
songs that have since become standards.  

VICE Media gets EDM rhythm 
at new online channel Thump  

Universal buys Criterion to 
grow its publishing criteria  
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Xbox One, Spielberg fight console battle 

    Microsoft has raised the ante in the battle to dominate the next-generation of games consoles by 
making the new Xbox One the centre of home entertainment. Described as the “all-in-one gaming 
and entertainment system created for today and the next generation”, the Xbox One comes with a 
redesigned physical controller and wireless Kinect controller. Additionally, Xbox One plays your  
movies, TV shows, and live-sports events. Moreover, it features the voice-over-the-Internet system 
Skype. As well as the pre-installed apps for games like the new Call of Duty: Ghosts (which is re-
leased in November), new EA Sports games with the new Ignite engine, plus Remedy Entertain-
ment’s Quantum Break, Xbox One offers original TV content. One is from Hollywood maestro Steven 
Spielberg, who will be executive-producing a new live-action TV series based on the Halo game  
franchise. Spielberg, who has publicly disclosed that he is an avid gamer, will be working with  
Microsoft’s subsidiary 343 Industries (Halo’s current developer) and its Xbox Entertainment Studios, 
a new interactive-content production unit launched in February. Spielberg’s background in games 
includes contributing to Medal of Honor, the DreamWorks Interactive/Danger Close Games title, and 
he designed the puzzle game Boom Blox with EA. *Meanwhile, Microsoft has launched an interactive 
music TV programme called The Music Room exclusively on its online-gaming platform Xbox Live.  

Star Citizen soars into space 
thanks to $9m crowd funding 

  US games designer/film director Chris  
Roberts has raised US$9m-plus via crowd-
funding website Kickstarter and other dona-
tions to develop the space-simulation game 
Star Citizen. It is scheduled for an Alpha-
phase launch end of 2013. More than US$2m 
was collected via Kickstarter alone, while the 
remainder came from fans through Roberts’ 
Cloud Imperium Games website. The funds 
will support a California-based office and staff. 
Roberts says he chose crowd-funding be-
cause commercial publishers focused mostly 
on recouping investment, not the creativity. 

Games group ChangYou takes 
over developer 7Road in China 

  7Road.com, a Chinese online-games  
developer, is to become the wholly owned 
subsidiary of ChangYou, the Nasdaq-quoted 
Chinese digital-games operator. ChangYou 
paid US$100m for a 70%-plus stake in the 
7Road business in 2011. It has agreed to buy 
the remaining 28% of 7Road for US$78m. The 
move is part of ChangYou’s ambitions to rival 
the growing digital and mobile-games space in 
neighbouring South Korea and Japan. 
ChangYou is a subsidiary of Beijing-based 
web portal and social-network giant  
Sohu.com.  

  French publisher Ubisoft is to launch five 
new major games during its current financial 
year ending 31 March 2014, compared to 
three in the previous financial year, Venture-
Beat reports. Three of the new ones are based 
on existing Ubisoft franchises: Assassin’s 
Creed IV Black Flag; Watch Dogs; and Tom 
Clancy’s Splinter Cell Blacklist. Details of the 
other two remain undisclosed. *Ubisoft is in a 
reported potential legal dispute with designer 
Patrice Desilets and has suspended plans for 
his new game 1666.  

  Japanese mobile-games giant DeNa is 
launching the first mobile edition of Dungeons 
& Dragons (D&D), the pioneering online fanta-
sy game that was originally released in 1974. 
Today, D&D is published by Wizards of the 
Coast, a subsidiary of US multinational 
toymaker Hasbro. DeNa has licensed the fran-
chise of Wizards’ battle-themed game D&D: 
Arena of War to create a free-to-play mobile 
edition. It will be distributed on DeNa’s 
Mobage platform. To pre-register for the mo-
bile version, register on 
www.dndarenaofwar.com.  

Assassin’s Creed maker scores 
high on a spree of new releases  

Dungeons & Dragons roars its 
way into first mobile format 
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$1.6bn Universal theme park approved 

  The radical expansion of the Universal Studios Hollywood theme park and the opening of India’s 
first major domestic themed park point to the continuing allure of out-of-home entertainment for  
investors. Universal Studios owner, movie studio NBCUniversal, looks set to get approval to spend 
more than US$1.6bn on boosting the park’s size. The move is part of Los Angeles-based Universal 
Studios’ 25-year “Evolution Plan”. Additional new attractions will include a new interactive experience 
called the Wizarding World of Harry Potter. It will be similar to the one at Universal Studios Orlando 
in Florida and based on the multi-billion dollar Harry Potter kids’ book-and-movie franchise; 
construction starts later this year. The $1.6bn budget will also cover the expansion of CityWalk, the 
park’s entertainment and retail district, and a US$100m revamp of the local transportation system. 
Additional facilities for visitors to the site will be new hotels and a riverfront park. The Los Angeles 
City Council has given its long-awaited approval for the expansion ambitions following concerns 
raised by nearby residents. A review at county level is now pending. In India, entertainment conglom-
erate Adlabs plans to tap into the emerging economy’s growing middle-class consumers with the 
opening of Adlabs Imagica, a US$194m 330-acre park near Mumbai with themes and business  
models entrenched in the Indian culture, as opposed to importing a successful foreign franchise.  

New US$300m movie-industry  
museum sells naming rights 

  The US$300m Academy Museum of Motion 
Pictures (MTF Issue No11), the complex be-
ing built by the Oscar Awards’ Academy of 
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, is expected 
to be completed by 2017. The construction will 
break ground next year. Among the high-
profile donations towards costs is US$25m 
from movie-and-music mogul David Geffen; it 
will give him naming rights to the theatre in-
side the complex. The naming rights for the 
Film History Gallery are valued at US$20m.  

IPO rumour recycled for  
attractions giant Merlin  

  Merlin Entertainments (MTF Issue No3), 
the second biggest attractions operator after 
the Walt Disney Company, is rumoured to be 
seeking a London Stock Exchange flotation. 
But Merlin has not confirmed the story. The 
group’s sales broke the £1bn barrier for the 
first time last year. Investors in Merlin, which 
includes the Madame Tussauds waxwork  
museums, are CVC Capital Partners, Black-
stone and Denmark’s Kirkbi. *Dubai  
Municipality has announced that the new 
US$40m Safari Park is on course to be  
completed in 2014.  

  Live Nation Entertainment, the world’s big-
gest concert organiser, continues to grow with 
three new major transactions. It has launched 
Live Nation Lushington, a joint venture with 
Singaporean mogul Ong Beng Seng’s Lush-
ington Entertainments (see this issue’s Sin-
gapore report) to promote gigs in Singapore 
and Hong Kong. It has agreed to buy 50% of 
US-based Insomniac Events, which organises 
dance-music festivals and the international 
Electric Daisy Carnival series. But it is selling 
New York’s Foxwoods Theatre to UK-based 
Ambassador Theatre Group.  

  Live shows dedicated to Michael Jackson 
have earned the singing superstar’s estate 
more money since his death in 2009 than he 
earned during his lifetime. Analysis in US  
documentary Michael Jackson, which aired 19 
May on the CBS network’s series 60 Minutes, 
concluded that the star’s estate has earned 
US$600m since he died. A substantial part 
came from ticket sales to Cirque du Soleil’s 
Michael Jackson One in Las Vegas, The  
Immortal World Tour, plus the concert movie 
This Is It.  

Live Nation launches Asian 
joint venture in HK, Singapore 

Michael Jackson collects more 
royalties dead than when alive 
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Rugby body embarks on £333m crusade 

  The Rugby Football Union (RFU), England’s governing body of the internationally played contact 
sport, has unveiled a five-year £333m campaign to overturn the perception that its clubs are second 
class to soccer’s financially affluent English Premier League (EPL). The EPL features soccer clubs 
that are also some of the world’s wealthiest sports teams. Manchester United FC, which won the 
most recent season’s EPL championship, is valued at more than US$3bn. And while London-based 
soccer rival Chelsea FC is forecast to spend £100m on three to four players’ wages alone, RFU had 
to negotiate a new pay deal with its players in January to avoid disputes before the 2015 IRB World 
Cup competition. However, the RFU is responding to the growing popularity of rugby internationally. 
And the £333m investment is expected to help boost the popularity of England players in the UK and 
overseas. Among the RFU’s objectives will be a campaign to declare rugby as important a national 
pastime as soccer, and to push up England’s global ranking in the IRB (International Rugby Board) 
chart from No. 4 to No.2 or No.1. Currently, New Zealand is ranked at the top, followed by South Afri-
ca and then Australia. The RFU also hopes to use the new investment to boost England’s chances of 
winning the next quadrennial World Cup, which takes place in England in 2015. England fell at the 
quarter-finals of the 2011 World Cup in New Zealand.  

Manchester United refinances 
debts with lower interests 

  Manchester United FC (MUFC), arguably 
the world’s most valuable soccer-club brand 
and 2012-2013 winner of the English Premier 
League title, has refinanced its debts to  
decrease the interests paid. Despite its  
success on the pitch, MUFC is burdened with 
£370m in debts. Loans with interest rates of 
8%-plus have been replaced with interest 
rates of just under 3%. This should slash  
interest payments by £10m a year. MUFC is 
the first sports team to be valued at more  
than US$3bn.  

Cardiff City soccer team to 
seek possible Malaysian IPO 

  Welsh soccer club Cardiff City FC, which is 
joining the elite English Premier League for 
first time next season, could be looking at a 
flotation on the Bursa Malaysia stock ex-
change. The club’s biggest single shareholder, 
Malaysian billionaire Vincent Tan, commands 
a 36.1% stake. Reuters reports that the ra-
tionale behind the suggestion is that a Malay-
sian listing would enable the club to market its 
brand in Asia, a region with some of the 
world’s most dedicated soccer followers.  

  Japanese carmaker Honda is returning to 
Formula 1 Grand Prix racing but as an engine 
supplier to McLaren Racing, whose drivers are 
Britain’s Jenson Button and Mexican Sergio 
Perez. The partnership kicks off in 2015, trig-
gering the end of McLaren’s current partner-
ship with Mercedes. Honda last participated in 
F1 as a team in 2008. Financial woes forced 
the company to pull out of the event. However, 
Honda is still renowned for the advances it is 
making in motor-engineering technology.  

  Kazakhstan, the former Soviet Union terri-
tory, is to launch its first sports-themed TV 
channel on 1 July. KazSport, the cable-and-
satellite service, will offer both domestic and 
international sports events, according to the 
government’s Kazakh Media Center. Once 
test transmissions, which start 15 June, are 
completed, the channel will go live 20 hours a 
day. It will be in the Kazakh and Russian lan-
guages. Kazakhstan was ranked 12th in the 
medals list for the 2012 Summer Olympic 
Games.  

F1 Grand Prix welcomes back 
formerly struggling Honda 

Kazakhstan races to unveil 
first sports TV channel in July 
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Agencies’ global Big Four grow to Five 

  Japan’s Dentsu is joining the ranks of the world’s biggest advertising groups. Traditionally, the  
industry has referred to the “Big Four”: UK-based WPP Group, US-based Omnicom Media, and IPG 
(Interpublic Group of Companies), plus French conglomerate Publicis Groupe. Dentsu enters the top 
ranks after its acquisition of UK agency Aegis Group for US$4.9bn. Dentsu’s qualification is based on 
the following industry analysis. WPP’s 2012 revenues reached £10.3bn (US$15.6bn). Omnicom  
reported US$14.2bn the same year, Publicis posted €6.6bn (US$8.6bn), and IPG recorded 
US$6.96bn. Analysts say the acquisition of Aegis boosted the Dentsu group’s revenues to almost 
$6.5bn. Considering that France-based Havas, ranked the sixth biggest global agency by Ad-
Age.com, reported 2012 revenues of €1.8bn ($2.3bn), Dentsu has become one of the five US$6bn-
club members. Via its ‘Dentsu 2017 and Beyond’ scheme, Dentsu hopes its non-Japanese revenues 
represent 55% of its global business by that year, while digital marketing will account for 35% of its 
business. *Meanwhile, Publicis plans to spend US$4bn on acquiring small to medium-sized technolo-
gy-centric agencies in emerging markets during the next five years. They will join the group’s portfolio 
of digital agencies snapped up in recent years, including the US$1.3bn spent on Digitas in 2007 and 
the US$1bn-plus used to buy LBi and Rokkan in 2012.  

Private equity snaps up 20% of 
Brazilian agency Grupo ABC 

  Brazilian private-equity firm Kinea has 
nabbed 20% of Grupo ABC marketing agency 
for US$84m, according to AdAge.com, which 
ranks the agency as the world’s 18th largest. 
Grupo ABC says it will use the new funds to 
acquire other Brazilian agencies. It hopes to 
exploit the country’s hosting of the FIFA World 
Cup soccer competition next year followed by 
the 2016 Summer Olympic Games. The agen-
cy has stakes in Brazil-based agencies Africa 
and DDB Brasil, plus the San Francisco-based 
Pereira & O’Dell.  

Coke adapts graphic novel to 
sell Fanta soft drink globally 

  A nine-chapter graphic novel forms the core 
of Play Fanta, the new global multi-platform, 
multi-lingual campaign for Coca-Cola’s soft-
drink brand Fanta. Called Saving the Source, 
the graphic novel is central to the teen-
targeted campaign by Ogilvy & Mather New 
York. It is rolling out to more than 190 coun-
tries in 2013, supported by TV, print media, 
mobile, digital games and social media. The 
creativity behind the campaign, which includes 
animation, scriptwriting, audio, and video, will 
use the HTML and Vectorform technologies.  

  Agency giant Starcom MediaVest Group 
has bought media space for its global advertis-
ers worth “hundreds of millions” of dollars on 
Twitter; it is the micro-blogging site’s biggest 
advertising deal to date. *Vevo, the global 
online music channel co-owned by record  
labels, has clinched a ground-breaking seven-
figure advertising deal with car brand Toyota 
ARGO via branded-content agency Newcast. 
*Singing star Justin Timberlake has formed a 
multi-year partnership with MasterCard to offer 
exclusive shows and content to the credit-card 
giant’s customers.  

  CSM Sport & Entertainment, a subsidiary of 
UK-based international communications and 
marketing group Chime, has acquired Chinese 
marketing and events group PEOPLE Market-
ing for an undisclosed sum. Lord Coe, chair-
man of the 2012 Olympic and Paralympic 
Games, chairs CSM.  *VLT and BPC, two 
Malaysian independent digital agencies, have 
agreed to merge their businesses. The com-
bined ventures will continue under the VLT 
name, and the enlarged agency will offer local 
expertise to international brands like Astro, the 
Malaysia-based Asian media conglomerate.  

Shorts: Twitter in mega ad 
deal; Vevo; Justin Timberlake 

Consolidation among Asian 
agencies at CSM Sport, VLT 
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“Breathing” buildings for the year 2050 
  By the year 2050, buildings will be living, breathing organisms. That is the key declaration of It’s 
Alive, a report by the Foresight + Innovation team at the Arup Group, the UK-based global construc-
tion and design conglomerate. Published earlier this year, the study is based on the premise of an 
increasingly growing global population that would have reached 9 billion-plus by 2050. Buildings in 
densely populated urban areas “will be fully integrated into the fabric of the city, responsive to chang-
es in the external environment, and designed for continuous adaptability, according to real-time 
needs and demands of its users”, it says. An example of Arup’s concepts is the experimental algae-
powered building in Hamburg, Germany. The structure features “glass bioreactor” panels on the  
outside that contain microscopic-sized algae. The algae function as sources of renewable energy 
and thermal heat from the sun. From an intelligent “energy-management centre”, the bioreactor  
panels cultivate the micro-algae and the heat to create hot water, insulate the building, create shade, 
as well as keep out pollution and noise. In the It’s Alive report, Arup (which was involved in architec-
tural landmarks such as France’s Pompidou Centre and the Sydney Opera House) also predicts  
algae-producing biofuel, and the assembly of jet-powered robots that keep the air and water clean 
for citizens in 2050.  

Saudi Arabia investor says, 
build! Mace says, how high  

  UK construction firm Mace has snapped up 
the £780m deal to build Kingdom Tower, the 
world’s tallest skyscraper, in the Saudi  
Arabian city of Jeddah by the Red Sea. Mace 
made a name for itself with London’s The 
Shard, the tallest building within the European 
Union at 309.6 metres. At 1km in height,  
Kingdom Tower will exceed Dubai’s Burj  
Khalifa, currently the world’s tallest at 828  
metres. Kingdom Holding (MTF Issue No7) 
majority owns the Tower.  

First solar-panelled roof in 
Brazil for 2014 World Cup 

  Brazil’s Mineirao Stadium, one of several 
being refurbished for next year’s FIFA World 
Cup football competition, is the first in the 
country to be fitted with a solar-powered re-
tractable roof as part of a £10.7m project. 
Based in the Belo Horizonte city, the Mineirao 
Stadium was originally built in 1965. The solar 
panels direct the sun’s heat into an electrical 
grid before being redistributed where needed. 
The Brasilia-based Mane Garrincha stadium is 
the next to get the solar power.  

  Baghdad-born, London-raised architect Alia 
Dawood is to oversee the design of the 
“ambitious” Dubai Museum of Contemporary 
Art being built in the Burj Khalifa area, the Art 
Newspaper reports. Her role will be to coordi-
nate the master plan based on different  
contributions from architects at different  
practices in the United Arab Emirates. The 
privately funded building has been commis-
sioned by Iranian businessman Ramin Salsali, 
who is seeking Dubai investors. The facility 
will feature 30,000-sqft exhibition halls, a  
library and a sculpture garden.  

  China-based Sky City will be the world’s 
tallest pre-fab building when completed, prom-
ises Broad Sustainable Construction, part of 
Chinese property-development giant Broad 
Group. Occupying only two acres of land in 
Hunan’s capital city Changsha, the earthquake
-resistant environmentally friendly structure 
will accommodate 30,000 people in 170  
storeys, 250 hotel rooms, a school, hospital, 
plus elevated courtyards with tennis and  
basketball courts, swimming pools and theatre 
venues. Construction starts this summer. But 
experts are questioning the design’s feasibility.  

New Dubai contemporary art 
museum to be privately funded 

Is China’s prefab miles-high 
Sky City too tall to be real? 
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Russia commits £63m to local market  
  Investments in Russian book publishing have been feverish. Thebookseller.com website learned 
that the Russian government is to spend up to £63m to boost the domestic market this year alone. 
The funds, for publishing about 550 new local-language titles and for promoting Russian authors 
overseas, will be administered by the Federal Agency for Press and Mass Communications 
(FAPMC). The initiative is part of an arts-funding programme called Culture of Russia, which takes 
place from now until 2018. Expect to see the bolstered presence of Russian publishers at internation-
al trade fairs. News of the FAPMC scheme comes just after it emerged that e-commerce giant Ama-
zon.com, the world’s biggest e-book publisher, is opening an office in Russia for the first time. Forbes 
magazine reports that Amazon has appointed Russian publishing executive Arkady Vitrouk to head 
the Russian operation. One focus will be on developing the local market for the Kindle, Amazon’s e-
book reading device. Amazon can expect competition from Russia’s top e-commerce operator and 
online bookseller Ozon.ru. Both will want to dominate the domestic e-commerce sector, which will 
have a value of US$36bn by 2015 (Morgan Stanley). Russian Literature Online reports that Ozon.ru 
is developing its own e-book distribution platform. Ozon.ru has raised more than US$120m, and in-
cludes German publisher Holtzbrinck and Japanese e-book investor Rakuten among its backers.  

UK investor sails after luxury- 
boats and yachts media group 

  UK investment firm August Equity is report-
edly selling Boat International Media (BIM), 
owner of international publications and trade 
events covering luxury boats and yachts, to 
Progressive Media Group, owner of UK politi-
cal weekly magazine New Statesman.  
Progressive also owns journalism trade title 
Press Gazette and several business infor-
mation services. Mike Danson, Progressive’s 
wealthy owner, has not gone public with the 
bidding price. But industry observers say he 
will offer more than the £29m August Equity 
originally paid for the BIM portfolio.  

Financial Times’ Pearson sells 
stake in South African venture 

  South African publishing firm Times Media 
Group (TMG) is buying the 50% stake that 
Financial Times publisher Pearson owns in 
their joint venture BDFM Publishers. BDFM 
operates media assets like the daily newspa-
per Business Day, the weekly Financial Mail, a 
book-publishing unit, and the four digital-
satellite TV channels operated by African 
Broadcasting Channel (Home Channel,  
Summit TV, Ignition TV and Saffron TV). With 
BDFM, Johannesburg’s stock exchange-
quoted TMG could become one of South  
Africa’s growing media owners.  

  US online publisher Spin Media has bought 
hip-hop/R&B music print magazine Vibe and 
its related websites. Vibe was originally found-
ed by music producer Quincy Jones and Time 
Warner 20 years ago. *Amazon.com is 
launching Kindle Worlds, a new publishing unit 
for fan-fiction writers. Their works will be sold 
via the e-book Kindle Stores and they can ex-
pect up to 35% of the net revenues. *Glossy 
magazines giant Conde Nast is producing 30 
original web shows via its new entertainment 
division.  

  The Savoy hotel in London and the  
Academy of Food and Wine Service organisa-
tion are sponsoring what is said to be the first 
ever textbook on luxury-lifestyle management 
and how to be a professional butler. It is  
targeted at the next generation of people 
seeking careers in luxury hospitality,  
managing a super yacht or being a butler at 
affluent homes. The textbook’s publication is 
scheduled for next spring. The sale’s proceeds 
go to charities like The Prince’s Trust founded 
by Britain’s Prince Charles.  

Shorts: Spin Media; Amazon 
fan-fiction; Conde Nast shows  

First official butlering text-
book nabs Savoy hotel support  
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Diamonds glitter the most at auctions 
  Diamonds are more than a girl’s best friend in the luxury-goods sector as rare versions of the gem 
appear on the auction market and set new records in terms of paid-for value. This year’s trend, to 
meet mostly high demand in Asia, started in April. An extraordinarily rare ‘blue’ diamond broke the 
world record price per carat during the Bonhams Fine Jewellery sale in London. UK-based interna-
tional gems house Graff Diamonds successfully bid for the deep blue 5.30-carat stone at US$1.8m 
per carat, surpassing the last world record of US$1.68m per carat. The even rarer red diamond made 
news in April as well. Three became available for sale for the first time in the 30-year history of the 
exclusive annual Argyle Pink Diamond Tender auction, Agence France-Presse reports. The Argyle 
Phoenix, the biggest of the three, weighed 1.56 carats. Experts point out that red or pink diamonds 
are so rare, they can cost up to US$2m a carat. They acquired their brand name from the Western 
Australian mine called Argyle, which supplies the vast majority of the world’s global supply of red dia-
monds. Then, in May, Switzerland-based Swatch Group, more famous for its bright-coloured plastic 
watches, proved it belonged to the world of high-end international jewellery. New subsidiary Harry 
Winston, acquired by Swatch in March for US$1bn, paid a record US$26.7m (including tax and com-
mission) for the new and enormous 101.73-carat “flawless” Harry Legacy.  

Valentino plants €250m to 
grow global retail landscape 

  Italian haute-couture brand owner Valentino 
Fashion Group is investing €250m to expand 
the brand’s retail chain internationally over the 
next five years, fashionmag.com reports. The 
group wants to hike the number of outlets 
worldwide, especially in Europe, North Ameri-
ca and Asia, to 180. The company was 
snapped up by Qatar’s royal family investment 
firm Mayhoola for €700m (MTF Issue No10) 
last year. Of the existing 80 stores, 20 have 
been refurbished by UK architect David Chip-
perfield.  

Italian Marzotto family  
reaches deal over tax woes 

  The family-owned Marzotto Group (MTF 
Issue No11), the Italian textile manufacturer 
and former controlling stakeholder in the Val-
entino designer label, has settled its dispute 
with Italy’s tax authorities by making a €56m 
payment. Cash-strapped Italy has been 
clamping down on alleged tax evaders. The 
tax authorities accused the Marzotto family 
and company directors of failing to pay €72m 
on Valentino’s sale in 2007 to private-equity 
firm Permira. The industry is waiting to hear 
whether the government will drop the charges.  

  Nail-polish brand owner Coty has bought 
Singapore-based beauty and cosmetic goods 
distributor StarAsia Group to expand its reach 
in southeast Asia, and formed a joint venture 
with Brazil’s Frajo International, to boost busi-
ness in Latin America. *US luxury-fashion 
company Coach is expected to complete plans 
to take over a joint venture, formed with Pepe 
Jeans subsidiary Hackett, in July. *French 
fashion group Hermes is raising its 32.5% 
share in Swiss luxury watchmaker Joseph 
Erard Holding to a controlling stake.  

   Apax Partners, the private-equity group, 
has paid a reported US$1.1bn for the Nasdaq-
quoted US fashion retail chain rue21 with 
plans to take it private. The targeted company 
is said to be courted by several potential buy-
ers. This must have influenced the size of 
Apax’ bid as rue21’s capitalisation value was 
said to be US$810m. Apax recently expanded 
its fashion portfolio by acquiring luxury shoes 
and accessories company Cole Haan from 
sports-goods brand owner Nike for US$570m.  

Shorts: Coty and StarAsia; 
Coach and Pepe Jeans; Hermes 

Apax Partners to take retailer 
rue21 private after acquisition 
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Employees’ pension might save Kodak 

  The financially embattled photography pioneer Eastman Kodak Company has rejected the 
US$500m acquisition offers from Google and Apple (MTF Issue No12) for its digital-imagery patents 
to save it from bankruptcy. Instead, Kodak has chosen to sell two core businesses, the personalised-
imaging and document-imaging divisions, at a discounted price to the company’s UK-based pension 
scheme Kodak Pension Plan (KPP). Kodak, which has entered into the US’ Chapter 11 bankruptcy 
protection, effectively sold the two operations to KPP for US$650m. The funds will to go towards 
avoiding bankruptcy. In return, KPP and its members dropped the almost US$3bn lawsuit filed 
against Kodak for potentially damaging the future security of employees that subscribed to the  
pension fund. *Meanwhile, the UK’s Royal Photographic Society (RPS) is distributing a package 
of bursaries and grants in 2013 to support aspiring photographers. Applications for the RPS Post-
graduate Bursary, for postgraduate students studying photography or using photography as a key 
research tool, close on 28 June. Deadline for £2,000 The Guardian/RPS Joan Wakelin Bursary for 
photo essays on international social issues is 26 July. DepicT Watershed’s super-short film competi-
tion has partnered with the RPS for a new cinematography award; entries deadline is 8 July.  

Qatar museum commissions  
major artists for new airport 

  Qatar Museums Authority (QMA) is  
commissioning several public works of art 
from international artists to fill the new Hamad  
International Airport in Doha. The commis-
sions will be part of a series of cultural projects 
designed to be ready for the 2022 FIFA World 
Cup in Doha. The US$15bn airport is sched-
uled to open sometime this year, following a 
delay from the original 2010 deadline, followed 
by another delay on 1 April 2013. It is  
replacing the old Doha International Airport.  

Online auctioneer, Russian  
mogul chase after rival Artnet 

  Paddle8, the US online virtual art-auction 
house, is seeking to snare a 3% stake in Art-
net, the German-originated international rival. 
The seller is Redline Capital Management, the 
Luxembourg-based investment firm chaired by 
Russian billionaire Vladimir Evtushenkov 
(owner of conglomerate Sistema). Redline, 
which happens to have an estimated 5% stake 
in Paddle8, tried unsuccessfully to take over 
the financially struggling Artnet and its portfolio 
of auction-related data. Artnet would have 
complemented Redline’s art-related assets, 
including the Skate’s Art Investment Review.  

  The 1970s US New Wave rock band Devo 
are collaborating with artist Remo Camerota 
and Peruvian animation producer Kiyoshi Ko-
hatsu to create a new edition of the mobile 
app DevoBots. Camerota conceived of Devo-
Bots, which are based on his Kit Robots. The 
app enables users to create their own robot 
avatars. With DevoBots, they can conjure their 
own Devo-looking avatars accompanied by 
unreleased original Devo music in the form of 
synthesiser loops. Users can create up to 1 
million different DevoBots.  

  A painting that hung unnoticed in the Ritz 
Hotel, Paris, for decades, turned out to be 
worth €1.44m after it was sold to New York’s 
Metropolitan Museum of Art at an auction in 
Paris. The Art Newspaper says the price for 
The Sacrifice of Polyxena was a world record 
for the artist Charles Le Brun, Louis IV’s  
official painter. The unrecorded 17th-century 
painting had been inside a suite at the Ritz 
where fashion icon Coco Chanel had lived for 
several years.  

Punk act Devo, UK artist use 
unreleased music for art apps  

Neglected painting turns out 
to be €1m+ masterpiece 
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Officials clamp down on movie sites 
  National legislations could be enforcing regulators to block more websites promoting unauthor-
ised content. British Internet service providers (ISP) have been forced to shut down Movie2K and 
Download4All, two notorious illegal movie-streaming websites. The blocking order came after the 
Motion Picture Association, part of the Hollywood studios-backed Motion Picture Association of 
America, clinched a UK court order to cut off access to the two sites. The leading UK ISPs, including 
BT, Talk Talk, Virgin Media and Sky Broadband, reportedly complied. In February, the ISPs were 
ordered to shut down other infringing sites like H33T, Fenopy and Kickass Torrents. Sky is now 
blocking the notorious Pirate Bay. In May, UK music-industry trade body BPI and music-licensing 
organisation PPL published a list of 25 other websites accused of abetting copyright infringement 
under the 1988 Copyright, Designs and Patents Act. They included Grooveshark, Isohunt, Torrentz 
and Newalbumreleases. In China, the authorities have shut down SiluHD.com, which is said to be 
one of the country’s biggest illegal movies-and-TV sites with 140 million-plus users. Such anti-piracy 
victories can, however, be short-lived. Romanian-based Voxility is said to have hosted Movie2K. 
Since the blocking, pro-piracy groups have reportedly set up replicas under different domain names. 
In China, attempts to cut off YYeTs.com have ended with the site reincarnated in other forms.  

E-books resale prohibited by 
German district court 

  A German district court has ruled that e-
books cannot be resold by purchasers unless 
the rights owners, including the author and 
publisher, give their permission. The District 
Court of Bielefeld stated that “the exhaustion 
of the rights of the author” applies to only 
physical print books, which can be resold. 
VZBV (Federation of German Consumer Or-
ganisations), which is lobbying for consumers 
to have re-sale rights to digital products, is 
expected to appeal the Bielefeld decision at 
the Federal Court of Justice.  

New UK enterprise law to 
boost investments in copyright  

  The UK government has pledged to  
improve the benefits small businesses and 
organizations can gain from joining royalties-
collecting societies with a new legislation that 
was adopted on 24 April. Called the Enterprise 
and Regulatory Reform Act, it has been 
passed by Parliament by receiving “Royal  
Assent”; and the copyright provisions are likely 
to come into effect in October this year or in 
April 2014. The aim is to modernise the UK’s 
copyright regime to encourage investment in 
new creative products.  

  US hip-hop act Devin Copeland (also known 
as De Rico) and his collaborator Mareio  
Overton are suing teenage singing sensation 
Justin Bieber and Usher, the US entertainer 
who is also Bieber’s mentor, for copyright  
infringement. The lawsuit is over Bieber’s  
recording of Somebody to Love, which was 
released in 2010. Copeland and Overton  
allege several similarities to their own compo-
sition of a song with the same title. Bieber’s 
recording reached No. 15 in the US and No.10 
in Bieber’s native Canada.  

  UK indie label Anjunabeats insists that  
Will-i-am, the US singer, entertainer and  
technologist, infringed the copyright of  
Rebound, a track he sampled in his recording 
of Let’s Go ft. Chris Brown on Interscope  
Records. Will-i-am has publicly admitted  
sampling Rebound, which was recorded by  
Russian DJ Arty and British DJ Mat Zo on 
Anjunabeats, but he credits only Arty. Moreo-
ver, Anjunabeats alleges Will-i-am did not  
ask permission or come to any contractual  
agreement before going ahead with the  
track’s release.  

Hip-hop act accuse teen star 
Justin Bieber of infringement 

Sampling debate heats up over 
Will-i-am use in new track 
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A Country Profile 
Singapore 

The world’s only night-time F1 Grand Prix race,  
US$32,000 cocktails and 0% tax rates are just some of the  

perks that make the tiny city-state alluring to the very wealthy; the  
island’s benign autocratic government is investing in creativity to  

keep them there but not enough to keep out piracy 

with prosperity: cash, cars, condominiums, 
credit cards and (membership) of country 
clubs. But, as an AlJazeera.com article recent-
ly noted, there is a sixth ‘C’- for corruption. 
  The island is not immune from sex scandals 
and financial fraud. A recent story involved 
Singapore pop star Sun Ho, who has worked 
with some of the US’ biggest producers and 
songwriters. Her husband, who is the head of 
a mega-church with a 30,000-strong congre-
gation, has been questioned about US$50m 
that has gone missing. There have been other 
reported scandals involving businessmen, civil 
servants and prostitutes, and the rigging of 
international sports events. 
  However, critics of the People’s Action Party 
(PAP), the ruling political party that has been 
in government since 1959, insist the recent 
scandals confirm that Prime Minister Lee 
Hsien Loong’s policies are not working. Some 
political analysts respond by noting that the 
embarrassing and shameful revelations prove 
that they are. 

Wealth and affluence 
Singapore, also known as the Lion City, is an 
alpha animal in terms of economic value when 
compared to Asia’s other Tiger economies. 
  Singapore boasts generous income-tax rates, 
which can be as low as 0% and appeals to the 
very wealthy. According to Boston Group  
Consulting, the city-state has more than 
180,000 millionaire homes. Its most famous 
billionaires include Facebook co-founder  
Eduardo Saverin, the Brazilian-born entrepre-
neur who gave up his US citizenship to make 
Singapore his home and life.  
  Forbes magazine’s ranking include other  
Singapore’s wealthiest residents includes  
billionaire Peter Lim (MTF Issue No12), who 
has interests in Formula 1 Grand Prix team  
McLaren and the US$1.2bn Motorsport City 
resort being built in nearby Malaysia.  
  Married couple Ong Beng Seng and Christina 
Ong are described as the “Posh ‘n’ Becks” of 
Singapore. He is the Malaysian-born property 
tycoon who helped bring Formula 1 Grand Prix 

Singapore, the commercial gateway linking 
the East to the West, was one of the first  
territories to adopt digital media as a national 
policy. Internet and mobile-device penetration 
is among the highest worldwide. 
  Yet, a new edict that came into effect this 
month (June) has raised alarms about the  
government’s control over the Internet, which 
detractors fear amounts to an indirect sponsor-
ship of the media. 
  News websites now require a licence from 
the government’s powerful Media Develop-
ment Agency (MDA), backed by a US$39,000 
security bond, to operate. Understandably, the 
local media sector is angry, arguing that not 
only is the new regulation complex and  
unenforceable, but it also threatens freedom of 
speech. 
  The small south-east Asian island has a tiny 
small population, who include some of the 
world’s wealthiest individuals. Yet, its  
government appears to believe absolute  
control over media and businesses will  
safeguard its economy and make it attractive 
to investors. 
  The government investment policies are so 
attractive, however, Singapore continues to 
attract wealthy moguls and entrepreneurs. 
  It has, consequently, built an opulent haven 
for the rich and famous who spend their  
fortune in the home market, giving the city-
state one of the world’s highest standards of 
living. Additionally, there are tax incentives, 
government-investment schemes and grants 
designed to make Singapore favourable for 
entrepreneurs in the media, entertainment and 
creative industries. 

A blot on the island 
However, in addition to the media censorship 
accusations, Singapore has been suffering 
from financial-and-creative concussion  
recently.  According to the Monetary Authority 
of Singapore, the economy has been contract-
ing. At best, economic growth will slow down 
this year. Commentators note that Singapore 
had been famous for the five ‘C’s associated   
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to Singapore, and she is the Singaporean  
billionaire retailer, who owns British luxury 
fashion brand Mulberry.  
  Telecoms tycoon Bhupendra Kumar Modi 
(also known as BK Modi) is Indian-born but a 
Singaporean resident. The source of his  
fortune is the Global Spice conglomerate, 
which includes a film-production house, Bolly-
wood entertainment production, mobile-
content developer and shopping malls. 
  Singaporean Yao Hsiao Tung has stakes in 
Apple, Nike, Amazon Inc (MTF Issue No 10) 
and BlackBerry manufacturer Research in  
Motion. Other wealthy individuals who have 
made Singapore their home include New  
Zealand’s Richard chandler, American  
entrepreneur Jim Rogers, and Australians  
Nathan Tinkler and Gina Rinehart. 
  Singapore-based consultancy Wealth-X  
calculates that about 1,400 individuals own 
more than US$S$160bn in assets combined. 
London-based consultancy WealthInsight  
estimates that Singapore is home to more than 
US$550bn worth of assets. It used to be 
US$50bn in 2000. WealthInsight predicts  
Singapore could overtake Switzerland as the 
biggest market for offshore investments by 
2020. Most of the foreign assets are expected 
from China.  
  And, based on Bloomberg Markets’ ranking 
of the world’s strongest banks, the Singapore 
Exchange-quoted Overseas-Chinese Banking 
Corporation is second, after the Qatar National 
Bank. The excess such wealth triggers can be 
seen at Pangaea, a night club that is known to 
charge US$26,000 for a cocktail drink with a 
diamond inside and earns an average of 
US$100,000 daily. 
  To attract more of the same and encourage 
them to stay, the Singapore government  
enforces policies that have made the island 
one of the safest places to live, public disorder 
is kept in check and banking secrecy is among 
the world’s tightest.  
  It was voted “Asia’s first and the world’s  
second” for intellectual property protection in 
2011, and the world’s second most competi-
tive market for doing business in 2012 (the 
World Economic Forum’s Global  
Competitiveness Report). 
  However, the very same inflationary wealth is 
attacked for making housing and life too  
expensive for the average Singapore citizen. 
Civil-rights organisations and human-rights 
bodies attack Singapore’s government for  
being too controlling.  
  The Human Rights Watch noted that the PAP 
government won the last general elections, in 
May 2011, by the narrowest margin since 
coming to power in 1963. The economy is  

also slowing down. In the first quarter of 2013, 
the economy grew only 0.6% compared to 
1.5% in the quarter before.  
  Despite a constitution that claims to support 
freedom of speech and freedom of movement, 
the country’s Newspaper and Printing Presses 
Act is said to suppress free expression as  
publishers need to register for a licence annu-
ally and circulation of foreign newspapers are 
restricted.  
  Online publishing, as mentioned above, is 
going to be monitored closely for anti-
government sentiments, while an outdoor 
gathering of five or more without police  
permission could be breaking Singapore’s law. 
  Movie censorship of domestic and interna-
tional productions is tight. US movie The Kids 
Are All Right, centred on the lifestyle of a  
lesbian married couple, could not be watched 
by anyone under 21 years old in Singapore, 
could not be advertised nor released on DVD.  
  And Sex.Violence.FamilyValues, a domestic 
satire movie by Singaporean director Ken 
Kwek, was banned in 2012. It had to be  
heavily edited before it was allowed to be  
released but restricted to only audiences of 21
-year-olds and older. 
 
Government vehicles 
The biggest investor in the creative sectors is 
the Singapore government. Temasek Hold-
ings, a Singapore government subsidiary, is a 
sovereign wealth fund that controls a portfolio 
of investments worth S$198bn in 2012. 
  Last year, telecommunications, media and 
technology accounted for 24% of its invest-
ments, up from 22% in 2011. In 2012, tele-
coms, media and tech represented the second 
biggest share after financial services (31%), 
and before transportation and industrials.   
  In the telecoms, media and tech sector, the 
portfolio includes the domestic venture Medi-
aCorp, SingTel, Thailand-based InTouch, and 
India-headquartered Asian-African telecoms 
group Bharti Airtel. 
  The government also controls the Govern-
ment of Singapore Investment Corporation.  
  It has invested US$100bn-plus in assets 
worth more than US$330bn in 40 countries. 
About 42% of its investments are in North and 
South America, followed by 29% in Asia and 
26% in Europe. 
  Profits are used to subsidise the cash  
needed to build Singapore’s industrial and  
environmental infrastructure plus health and 
education, among other national necessities.  
The MDA operates a series of Grant Schemes 
to support content development in various cre-
ative industries. The schemes cover seven 
sectors: film, games, broadcast, animation,  
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 music, publishing and interactive media.  
  Applicants complained that the schemes 
were not easy to understand. And foreign 
companies working in Singapore or with  
Singaporean partners said they were equally 
perplexed.  
  Under the recent new scheme, applicants in 
the creative sectors can apply for funding as 
long as they had reached any of the following 
stages: development, production, marketing, 
talent, and enterprise development.  
  The new grant funds will be called Develop-
ment Assistance (to help applicants develop 
their ideas); Production Assistance (to assist 
production firms with their creations); Market-
ing Assistance (to contribute to marketing, 
travelling and promotion expenses); Talent 
Assistance (to give subsidies and scholar-
ships for training and work experience); and 
Enterprise Assistance. The last enables start
-ups to get their businesses going with seed 
investment of between S$250,000 and S$1m 
for up to five years, and at least 30% of the 
equity must be Singaporean. 
  Production Assistance beneficiaries will  
receive enough to cover up to 40% of the 
budget, with an extra 10% on offer if a second 
production begins in the following 12 months. 
 
Media hub 
With a large number of English-speaking  
graduates and a highly-educated population, 
Singapore is considered an ideal post for  
setting up a business’ pan-Asian headquar-
ters. And several international companies 
have grabbed the opportunities that situation 
offers. As the sector’s regulator, the MDA has 
been fostering rapid growth by investing in 
local talent, encouraging overseas investment 
via tax incentives and promoting Singapore as 
a media partner to overseas companies. 
  In 2009, the MDA set up a five-year pro-
gramme to invest US$340m in interactive-
digital development, plus another US$156m in 
the general media sector.  
  That year, new-media projects in games and 
digital learning were awarded more than 
S$7.5m in grants to help create more than 
 300 related jobs and attract about S$70m in 
investments. In 2012, the MDA set up a  
£8.7m (S$16.6m) grant scheme for media-
content producers.  
  The MDA has launched joint-venture funds 
with local film companies such as Fortissimo 
Films and Salon Films. The SingaporeScreen 
trade show aims to exploit the situation to 
bring foreign media investors and companies 
together to do business on the island.  
  The MDA’s strategy appears to be having 
some effect. The Lucasfilm production  

conglomerate, Time Warner’s TV network 
HBO, UK public broadcaster BBC, French 
games giant Ubisoft, US-based Electronic Arts 
and Japanese games company Tecmo Koei 
Holdings are among those who have accepted 
Singapore’s business hospitality.   
  Also present is Australian TV production/
distribution company Southern Star Entertain-
ment, and South Korean animation studio 
Sunwoo Entertainment. 
  Other media companies with Singapore as 
their Asian headquarters are US-based ESPN, 
Discovery Communications, Viacom Interna-
tional Media Networks, NBCUniversal and 
Sony Pictures Entertainment. 
  These connections, the MDA says, has  
generated the sales of Singapore-made TV 
shows to more than 70 countries, while  
hundreds of millions of dollars from foreign 
media firms have been poured back into  
Singapore. Among local media-and-
entertainment companies making a mark are 
Peach Blossom Media (animation studio), Tiny 
Island Productions (computer-generated im-
agery), Mikoishi Games, Scrawl Studios 
(animation studios), and Sparky Animation. 
  The MDA invests in the local media sector 
via the Singapore Media Fusion Plan. The 
project was executed via the Media 21 vision, 
which aims to hold up Singapore as a “Global 
Media City”. 
  The MDA’s Interactive Digital Media R&D 
Programme Office is mandated to invest in 
the digital-technology and innovative media 
concepts that are being developed by start-
ups, academic institutions and schools.  
  And with the ASEAN Media Portal, the MDA 
has taken on the role of coordinating the  
archive containing the content, mostly multi-
media video clips, created in the ASEAN 
(Association of Southeast Asian Nations)  
region for access by any media company 
working in the 10 member states.  
 
Media zones 
JTC Corporation, Singapore’s biggest property 
developer and a subsidiary of the Ministry of 
Trade and Industry, has been building a series 
of business parks with future-media and tech-
nology sectors in mind. 
  Mediapolis@one-north is a 200-hectare JTC-
developed business district designed by UK 
star architect Zaha Hadid to house next-
generation companies in media, technologies 
and sciences. It is an on-going project that is 
constantly being built up in phases. 
  It features different sectors, such as Biopolis 
for science research-and-development ven-
tures; the multi-functional 38,000-sqm Star 
Performing Arts Centre; ...cont on Page 19  
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 SINGAPORE  — FACTS & FIGURES 
  
 
POPULATION:          5.5 million 
GDP PER CAPITA (2012):       US$53,370 
 
INTERNET USERS (2012):       4.02 million    
FIXED AND WIRELESS BROADBAND SUBSCRIBERS (2013):  10.3 million   
MOBILE PHONE SUBSCRIBERS (2013):      8.1 million 
TV HOMES:         1.36 million 
MULTI-CHANNEL CABLE-AND-SATELLITE TV HOMES (2012): 923,000 
 
 
 
 
FACEBOOK USERS (2012):       2.92 million 
 
 
VALUE OF MUSIC INDUSTRY (2012):      US$15.7m 
VALUE OF ADVERTISING SPEND (2011):     US$1.62bn 
 
CURRENCY EXCHANGE RATE: 
S$100.00 = £?52.00; US$79.00; €60.81 

  
ORGANISATIONS TO KNOW:- 
Media Development Authority 
Singapore Media Fusion 
Interactive Digital Media R&D Programme Office 
ASEAN Media Portal 
Singapore Film Commission 
Singapore Broadcasting Commission 
Recording Industry Association (Singapore) 
Recording Industry Performance Singapore 
Association of Accredited Advertising Agents Singapore 
Singapore Advertisers Association 
Games Exchange Alliance 
International Games Developers Association—Singapore Chapter 
Cybersports & Online Gaming Association 
Design Singapore Council 
Design Business Chamber Singapore 
National Arts Council 
Singapore Institute of Architects 
National Heritage Board 
Temasek Holdings 
Infocomm Development Authority of Singapore 
Interactive Digital Centre Asia 
Agency for Science, Technology and Research (A*STAR) 
Ministry of Trade and Industry Singapore 
Ministry of Communications and Information 
National Research Foundation 
Spring Singapore 
Singapore Tourism Board 
Singapore Economic Development Board 
Singapore Sports Council 
 
 
Source: The Economist; Internet World Stats; BuddeComm; ZenithOptimedia; CASBAA;  
Socialbakers.com; Business Monitor International; Singapore Department of Statistics 
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Fusionopolis will be the district designed to 
attract public-private partnerships in various 
sectors, including media; and Rochester Park 
is the residential area for Mediapolis@one-
north employees.  
 
Print media 
Among the quasi-monopolies on the island is 
Singapore Press Holdings (SPH). It is Singa-
pore’s main newspaper publisher. Although 
described as privately owned and quoted on 
the Singapore Exchange, SPH’s board of  
directors include former government ministers 
or politicians. Lee Boon Yang, the current 
chairman, served in the government’s cabinet 
in the 1990s.  
  Moreover, SPH has a 20% stake in the  
government-owned MediaCorp TV Holdings, 
and 40% share of MediaCorp Press, which 
publishes the daily tabloid Today. It controls 
80% of SPH UnionWorks, the radio network 
jointly owned with media and entertainment 
cooperative NTUC Media. The stations include 
the female-targeted English-language Kiss92 
FM, the music station 91.3FM and the  
Chinese-language Radio 100.3. 
  Its involvement in MediaCorp and the  
presence of former government officials mean 
SPH cannot escape the fact that its policies 
and strategy could be perceived as govern-
ment-influenced. Unsurprisingly, it abides by 
the rather restrictive Newspaper and Printing 
Presses Act. 
  Still, it is doing no better or worse than most 
print-media organisations elsewhere. Reve-
nues can grow, but the slump in traditional 
advertising cutting down profits. 
  The anchor to SPH’s business is its newspa-
pers. The company publishes 18 newspaper 
titles in four languages: English, Singaporean 
Mandarin, Malay and Indian Tamil. The  
flagship titles include The Strait Times, an 
English-language daily broadsheet with a  
circulation of about 365,800 copies; it is  
complemented by the weekly Sunday Times. 
Both have online editions.  
  SPH publishes Singapore’s only financial 
daily, The Business Times, and its weekly 
 sister title The Business Times Weekend, as 
well as a daily gossip-oriented tabloid called 
The New Paper, which claims an average dai-
ly circulation of about 100,000.  
  Also on its portfolio is the largest Chinese 
daily is the Mandarin-language Lianhe 
Zaobao, which is also distributed in China’s 
major cities, Hong Kong, Vietnam and Brunei. 
Its daily circulation is about 168,700. The  
Malay community’s main daily is Berita Harian, 
while Tamil Saramu serves the local Indian 
population.  

  Focus Publishing is SPH’s magazine-
publishing arm, which features the flagship 
title U-Weekly, a hybrid (print/digital) entertain-
ment, lifestyle and social-issues magazine. 
SPH’s 100 magazines also include women’s 
titles CLEO, The Women’s Weekly, The  
Finder magazine (for expatriates).  
  The magazine division was boosted in 2011 
when SPH bought ACP Magazines’ Asia  
business, which included ACP’s 50% stake in 
a joint venture with US-based Hearst  
Magazines International.  
  The joint venture publishes the glossy wom-
en’s monthly Harper’s Bazaar and Cosmopoli-
tan magazine in Singapore and Malaysia. 
  In the financial year ending 31 August 2012, 
group revenues came to S$1.3bn, a 1.8%  
increase from the previous year. Net profit fell 
5.9% to S$365.5m.  
  And in the first half year ending 28 February 
2013, group operating revenues fell 4.2% 
compared to the same period in the previous 
financial year. 
  Despite print media being its core business, 
SPH is ultimately a multi-platform media  
corporation. 
  The company has responded to that inevita-
bility by investing in interactive digital media. 
This is managed by the AsiaOne Network, a 
web-and-mobile portal.  
  This operates SPH’s series of websites, such 
as the online edition of the Strait Times and 
most of its other print titles, and stand-alone 
web services like the user-generated video-
sharing service Stomp, the online TV network 
Razor TV, and the Chinese-English bloggers 
site omy.com. The flagship print titles are 
equally available via Android and Apple’s iOS 
mobile apps.  
  Additionally, the group offers marketplace 
websites where consumers can find jobs 
(STJobs), cars (STCars.sg), property 
(STProperty.sg), among other classified ad-
vertising platforms.  
  SPH owns a book-publishing company (Strait 
Times Press), organises events and exhibi-
tions, sells (digital and traditional) outdoor  
advertising space, and develops offices, malls 
and residential properties to rent out.  
  In terms of print media, another player in  
Singapore is Charlton Media Group, which  
has additional operations in Hong Kong and 
the Philippines.  
  It is mostly known for the Singapore Busi-
ness Review, the online magazine that covers 
business news in Singapore and in the  
neighbouring region.  
  Niche sister publications include Asian Bank-
ing & Finance, and Investment Asia.  
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Television 
According to PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC), 
the consultancy giant, growth in business 
spend on TV advertising and in consumer 
spend for subscription-TV services will grow at 
an average annual rate of 5% until 2016.  
Although slower than growth rate in the TV 
markets in neighbouring Indonesia (15%) and 
Thailand (7%), it is faster than the average 
growth rate for the world’s mature markets. 
  Benefiting from Singapore’s growing TV  
business will be MediaCorp (Media Corpora-
tion of Singapore), the state-owned TV service 
and the state’s biggest TV operator. It is  
wholly owned by Temasek, the government’s 
investment vehicle, and it celebrated its 50th 
anniversary in February.  
  It plans to move into a newly built campus on 
Mediapolis@one-north district in 2015; the 
area is said to be environmentally friendly, 
with a low carbon footprint and high energy 
savings. 
  MediaCorp operates seven TV channels and 
13 radio stations. The TV services comprise 
free-to-air digital and analogue channels: 
Channel 5 (English news and general enter-
tainment); Channel 8 (Mandarin news and 
general entertainment); Suria (Malay news 
and general entertainment); Vasantham 
(Indian news and general entertainment); 
Channel U (a second Mandarin channel); Ok-
to (English-language kids; lifestyle); and 
Channel NewsAsia (24-hour English –
language news network). HD5 is Channel 5 in 
high-definition.  
  All MediaCorp’s channels are set to switch 
over from analogue to digital signals by the 
end of this year. They will also be converted 
into digital HD by 2016.  
  For interactive media, MediaCorp joined forc-
es with Microsoft’s MSN web portal in March 
2010 to launch xinmsn, an entertainment web 
portal that includes an online catch-up TV 
service aimed at MediaCorp’s TV viewers. 
 
MediaCorp multi-media 
Like SPH, its print counterpart, MediaCorp is 
adapting to the digital multi-screen, multi-
platform times. 
  In May this year, it made its first foray into 
online retail by spending US$40m on  
Reebonz, the international online flash-sale 
website. The move gives Reebonz a potential 
value of US$200m. Media reports indicate that 
MediaCorp hopes this investment will give it a 
foothold in Asia’s fast-growing e-commerce 
sector. Reebonz’ existing investors include 
Intel Capital and Infocomm Investments, which 
is part of the Infocomm Development Authority 
of Singapore.  

  MediaCorp’s other media interests include a 
small number of print titles like the English-
language TV guide 8 Days, and the Singapore 
edition of FHM, Bauer Media Group’s interna-
tional men’s lifestyle magazine. There is also 
the Mandarin-language entertainment and 
gossip title i-Weekly. 
  The group also owns a film producer 
(MediaCorp Raintree Pictures), a TV-content 
producer (MediaCorp Studios and Eaglevision 
MediaCorp), a digital-content producer 
(Content Production Innovation), and a mobile
-delivered web portal (MediaCorp Entertains). 
  In February, it launched Toggle, an over-the-
top TV service that delivers high-quality  
content via the Internet. It will be seen as  
Singapore’s attempt to introduce its own  
version of the famed Hulu, the pioneering US 
broadband-delivered service owned by News 
Corporation, NBCUniversal, and the Walt  
Disney Company. 
 

TV and telecoms - StarHub 
The government might dominate the free-to-air 
TV networks via its MediaCorp agency, but 
privately owned subscription-funded TV  
services are available from the three leading 
telecommunications operators.  
  StarHub was formerly state-owned until its 
liberalisation in 2000. Its new owners were ST 
(Singapore Technologies) Telemedia, the tele-
coms service provider; Japanese telecoms 
company NTT Group; and the UK’s BT Group.  
Today, the two largest shareholders are Asia 
Mobile Holdings (an ST Telemedia subsidi-
ary), and NTT. 
  After floating on the Singapore Exchange in 
2004, StarHub introduced its broadband Inter-
net division a year later. Today, it is a quadru-
ple-play telecoms group that offers fixed-line 
voice telephony, mobile telecommunications, 
broadband Internet and pay-TV.  
  Its subsidiary Nucleus Connect was licensed 
to install Singapore’s high-speed cable  
network, which is called the Next Generation 
Nationwide Broadband Network. It has made 
Singapore one of the world’s Top 10 fastest 
broadband connections, according to a report 
by Akamai Technologies. 
  With Singapore scheduled to complete its 
broadcast analogue switch-off by 2020, 
StarHub is already prepared. In addition to 
being the sole cable-TV provider, it was the 
first to offer HDTV programming.  
  Its Internet-delivered StarHub TV Anywhere 
is a multi-platform service offering live stream-
ing video and video-on-demand on computers, 
smartphones and tablets. Earlier this year, it 
introduced StarHub TV on Fibre, its Internet-
dedicated IPTV platform.  
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  In the last quarter of 2012, StarHub was in 
536,000 Singaporean households, a decrease 
by 9,000 homes compared to the same  
quarter in 2011. There are 1.4 million TV 
homes on the island. 
  StarHub attributes the loss of subscribers to 
the aggressive competition from rival telecoms 
company SingTel. However, revenues rose 
5% to S$396m in the 2012 financial year. A 
hike in subscription fees to support the  
addition of more TV networks plus the live 
transmission of Europe’s UEFA Euro 2012 
soccer competition contributed to the boosted 
revenues. 
 
TV and telecoms - SingTel 
StarHub’s powerful rival is SingTel (Singapore 
Telecommunications). It also offers quadruple-
play services. In addition to mio TV, its sub-
scription-funded IPTV service, it has an Inter-
net service provider called SingNet, a mobile 
network, and a fixed-line telephone company.  
  Although listed on Singapore Exchange, 
SingTel is a subsidiary of the government’s 
Temasek investment vehicle. In addition, Sing-
Tel is the state’s largest company by capitali-
sation value. It is a global investor with tele-
coms subsidiaries or shares in telecoms oper-
ations in 25 countries that serve more than 
410 million mobile subscribers. 
  Like StarHub, mio TV offers domestic and 
international free-to-air channels as well as 
subscription-funded networks. With more than 
400,000 subscribers, it lags behind StarHub, 
but has been aggressive in its bid to overtake 
its competitor. 
  This has been helped by the “cross-carriage” 
scheme introduced by the government in 
2010. It came into force in August 2011. The 
scheme forces the pay-TV platforms to share 
with rivals all exclusive content acquired after 
March 2010. 
  The requirement was not a bone of conten-
tion until one platform owner bought rights to 
programmes that the other wanted badly. This 
was the case with the rights to the very  
popular English Premier League (EPL) soccer 
rights. Last year, StarHub complained to the 
industry regulator MDA after SingTel snapped 
up the EPL rights for the 380 matches during 
each of the next three seasons starting this 
August. Industry experts estimate SingTel paid 
at least US$200m for the non-exclusive rights.  
  But since the agreement is non-exclusive, 
SingTel is not compelled to share the rights 
with StarHub, forcing the latter to negotiate 
separately for its own EPL rights. It seems 
StarHub has been blind-sided for the MDA has 
stated that, as long as SingTel’s EPL negotia-
tions were fair, there is not much it can do. 

Filmed entertainment 
Hollywood’s global box-office ticket sales rose 
6% to US$34.7bn in 2012 from 2011, accord-
ing to figures published by the Motion Picture 
Association of America. Ticket sales in Asia-
Pacific grew the fastest at a 15% rate, led by 
China, Japan, India, and South Korea. 
  PwC predicts that the relatively small Singa-
porean filmed-entertainment sector will grow 
at a compound annual rate of 5.6%. The vast 
majority of consumer spend will be on video-
on-demand services (as opposed to cinema 
tickets or DVDs) offered by pay-TV networks. 
Singapore’s VOD business yielded about 
US$33m in 2012. 
 
International appeal 
Thanks to the liberal incentives offered by the 
government, the city-state attracts internation-
al film and TV makers.  International produc-
ers from the West, including the US’ Lu-
casfilm, have set up offices or Asia-Pacific 
subsidiaries in Singapore.  
  They represent a significant portion of the 
delegates attending the annual industry trade 
event ScreenSingapore, which takes place at 
the Marina Sands Bay 3-6 December this 
year. With the Asia TV Forum & Market being 
held at the same time, delegates from more 
than 50 countries are expected at both events.  
  Singapore-produced movies, however,  
account for a tiny part of the total business on 
the island. Medium Rare is the name of the 
first fully funded Singaporean film. It was  
released locally in 1991 and no one seems to 
have paid much attention to it since. In 2010, 
the first Singaporean film to be featured at the 
Cannes Film Festival was Boo Jungeng’s  
acclaimed debut Sandcastle.  
  Very few Singapore films appear to have 
made an impact overseas. Yet, the business 
continues to function. ScreenSingapore has 
given the domestic companies a platform for 
reaching potential distributors, acquisition and 
co-production partners in the larger Asian terri-
tories, including the fast-growing Chinese 
movies industry. 
  Singapore-based G&J Creation and Clover 
Films are working with China-based Stellar 
Megamedia International on Meeting the Gi-
ant, a S$1.5m feature that is scheduled for a 
2014 release. Co-producing with established 
Chinese companies increases the opportunity 
for wide-scale distribution in China, where re-
strictions for foreign movies are high. 
  A current Singaporean-Malaysian box-office 
hit is Ah Boys to Men 2, which became the 
highest-grossing domestic film of all time when 
released in February. It took in S$7m in ticket  
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sales during its first month. By the end of May 
2013, it was the only Singaporean movie in 
the 2013 Top 10 box-office hits.  
  Ah Boys to Men 2, the sequel to the original 
one released in 2012, ranked second. The 
other nine were Hollywood features, led by 
Disney/Marvel Studios’ Iron Man 3 in the No.1 
slots.  
  Ah Boys to Men 2 was written, directed and 
co-produced by Jack Neo, a Singaporean  
actor/director. With a S$3m budget, it is the 
most expensive Singapore-made movie ever.  
  The several co-production partners included 
mm2 Entertainment and Clover Films. The 
funding came from the MDA, individual  
investors such as telecoms group StarHub, 
and there were product placements from  
Singapore-based pan-Asian catering firm Bee 
Cheng Hiang and accountancy giant KPMG. 
Mm2 Entertainment and Hong Kong-based 
Smart Limited recently entered into a co-
production partnership. 
  Another Singaporean movie that has become 
a topic of debate is the three-part 
Sex.Violence.FamilyValues made by enter-
tainment-production company The Butter Fac-
tory and directed by British-educated former 
journalist Ken Kwek. 
  Sex.Violence.FamilyValues, with a satirical 
plot centred on sex and pornography, was 
banned in both Singapore and Malaysia. In the 
case of Singapore, the highly sensitive censor-
ship board feared that some comments made 
by the characters might offend the local Indian 
community. 
  These restrictions have not stopped the MDA 
from strengthening the pan-Asian co-
production potential offered by Singapore. It 
arranges various trade missions, in the one to 
Malaysia in 2012. The gathering gave Malay-
sia’s National Film Development Corporation 
the opportunity to promote the facilities the 
country had to offer Singaporean filmmakers.  
   Among the producers that went were August 
Media Holdings, Cloudpic Singapore, Fine Cut 
Media, Muse, Oak3 Films, Ochre Pictures, 
Papahan Films, ThreeG Karma Productions, 
and Widescreen Media. Singapore alone does 
not have the infrastructure to be a movie-
making mecca in its own right. But its pro-
creativity government is prepared to spend 
money to ensure it not ignored either.  
 
New Talent Feature Grant 
In 2009, an estimated US$500m was injected 
into various traditional and digital audio-visual 
projects over following five years. They includ-
ed MDA joint funds with regional film produc-
tion firms, such as Hong Kong/Amsterdam- 

based Fortissimo Films and Singapore’s Salon 
Films. The idea was to create internationally 
commercial movies using Singapore skills and 
facilities. 
  In 2012, the MDA introduced the New Talent 
Feature Grant to replace the New Feature 
Film Fund for supporting local filmmakers. The 
latter had been criticised by the targeted users 
for being unwieldy and too complicated to 
adopt. It is aimed at first-time and second-time 
film directors. 
  If successful in their applications, the direc-
tor’s production will be entitled to a funding for 
feature films costing less than S$250,000.  
  At least 40% of the budget must be spent in  
Singapore. Filmmakers will be entitled to  
retain the copyright. Both freelancers and  
registered companies qualify to apply.  
  It is separate from the Production Assistance 
grant scheme described above. 
 
Cinema chains 
Today, Singapore is home to 34 cinema  
theatres with a combined 239 screens. 
Capitol Theatre was the state’s first cinema 
theatre. It has experienced several changes 
since opening in 1924.  
  It is currently being redeveloped in a  
S$700m scheme to create a multi-function 
complex scheduled to open next year  
with an arts centre, a hotel, and residential 
accommodation. 
  The country’s biggest cinema exhibitor is 
Golden Village Multiplex, a joint venture of 
Australian entertainment group Village Road-
show and Hong Kong company Orange Sky 
Golden Harvest.  
  According to Singapore Film Commission 
(SFC) statistics, Golden Village comprises a 
chain of 11 multiplexes with about 87 digital 
screens, 28 of which are 3D. It also has one of 
south-east Asia’s widest cinema screens at 
22.4 metres. 
  Its sister company is film distributor Golden 
Village Pictures, which is able to source  
box-office hits produced by Village Roadshow. 
Golden Village is famous for opening Asia’s 
first multiplex theatre. 
  The second largest exhibitor is Cathay  
Organisation Holdings with 47 screens, of 
which 12 are digital and 18 are in 3D. The 
company has operations in both Singapore 
and Malaysia.  
  The Shaw Organisation owns the third  
largest cinema chain with 47 screens, all of 
which are either digital or 3D or both.  
  And the Eng Wah Global conglomerate  
operates the WE Cinemas with 11 screens, 
while Filmgarde Cineplexes has 14. 
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  An MDA executive Yeo Chun Cheng recently 
wrote that the Asian reality-TV series Super-
model Me, which is produced by Singapore-
based Refinery Media, pioneered the use of 
social media with Singapore TV. It produced a 
format to enable audiences to use mobile  
devices to interact with the TV show and the 
Supermodelme.tv website by voting or ex-
changing comments via Twitter and Facebook. 
  Refinery Media has also worked with Exploit 
Technologies, a new-technology lab set up by 
the government’s A*STAR (Agency for  
Science, Technology and Research). 
  The MDA and sister government organisa-
tions believe digital media and technology are 
the solution to Singapore’s long-term survival 
as an international media hub. By 2018, the 
government predicts new digital media sector 
would account for 10,000 new jobs. It will have 
also boosted the economy by S$10bn.  
 
MDA setbacks 
Sometimes, the MDA’s largesse has back-
fired. In 2011, it demanded the return of 
S$27.5m from Australia-based RGM Artist, the 
talent-management/production company, and 
its Singapore-based sister company RGM  
Entertainment. Both were subsidiaries of  
Australia’s One North, which used to be  
quoted on the Australian Securities Exchange 
(ASX). RGM had allegedly been missing its 
repayments schedule for seed funding and 
other financial assistance received from the 
MDA for a series of projects. The Authority, 
which reportedly gave RGM the sum during 
2005-2010, sued the financially troubled RGM.  
  By August 2012, RGM and One North’s 
messy entangled business led to One North 
being delisted from the ASX. 
  Among the foreign film companies to have 
benefited from Singapore’s generous conces-
sions for filmmakers is Lucasfilm, the US pro-
duction giant created by Star Wars producer 
George Lucas. It is now a subsidiary of the 
Walt Disney Company, which bought it last 
year for US$4.05bn. 
  Until recently, Lucasfilm Singapore, including 
Industrial Light & Magic (visual-effects  
services), games developer LucasArts and 
Lucasfilm Animation, had more than 500 em-
ployees in the local office. 
  The Singapore offices contributed to  
Lucasfilm and other Hollywood box-office hits, 
including Star Trek, the Transformers series, 
The Avengers by Marvel Studios (also a  
Disney subsidiary). Transformers the Ride, the 
theme-park attraction at Universal Studios  
Singapore and Universal Studios Hollywood in 
Los Angeles feature the craftsmanship of the 
Singapore division.    

  However, since the acquisition, Disney has 
shut down the games unit LucasArts in both 
Singapore and San Francisco. Additionally, 
the fate of new production facilities being built 
at the Fusionopolis business park remains 
unclear. Yet, while Lucasfilm Singapore has 
been in business since 2005, the benefits of-
fered by the government have proven to not 
guarantee profitability. Global market forces 
continue to prevail.  
  A similar situation occurred in 2010 when 
GlobeCast bought the Singapore post-
production and content-creation business of 
US media-technology supplier Technicolor. 
Yet, only three years previously, Technicolor 
and Singapore’s Infocomms Development  
Authority had announced ambitious plans to 
jointly set up a Digital Cinema Hub and Net-
work Operations Centre. 
 
Music 
Singapore is the world’s 41st largest music 
market in terms of physical recordings (CDs, 
vinyl discs and music DVDs) and the 36th  
largest in the digital-music market, according 
to data supplied by IFPI, the global trade  
organisation. 
  Although not a significantly large market, the 
local industry is being hurt by digital piracy. 
The sale of total music has not risen since 
2010, when it grew 5.3% to S$31.6m from the 
year before. It fell18.7% to S$25.7m in 2011, 
and fell another 23.7% to S$19.6m in 2012.  
  IFPI figures indicate revenues from perfor-
mance rights have grown to US$2.1m in 2012 
from US$1.7m in 2010. But royalties from  
synchronisation music (used in advertising 
and soundtracks), collected for the first time in 
2011, generated US$0.3m in 2011 and in 
2012. 
  In 2012, data showed that digital downloads 
accounted for 26% of total digital sales, anoth-
er 17% of digital sales were from mobile sales, 
and an additional 27% was from subscription-
funded music services. A year earlier, it was 
11% for downloads, 13% for mobile, and 42% 
for subscription.  
  The only Asian act in the Top 10 albums in 
2012 is Taiwan’s Fong Fei Fei, who died early 
that year. Otherwise, it is the usual internation-
al suspects such as Adele, One Direction, 
Taylor Swift and Bruce Springsteen.  
  The major record labels, Universal Music 
Group (now including EMI Music), Sony Music 
Entertainment and Warner Music Group have 
some kind of presence in Singapore. Universal 
Music uses its GetMusic.sg site to market the 
sales of its recordings.  
  The three majors use social media (as  
opposed to a dedicated website), including  
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Facebook, Twitter, Google+, YouTube and  
Chinese micro-blogging site Sina Weibo, as 
the platforms for reaching their artists’ fans in 
the city-state. 
  The local independent labels include EQ  
Music, which also has an office in nearby Ma-
laysia. Among the others are HIM International 
Music, which originates from Taiwan and is 
also an artist-management company.  
  Malaysia-originated music company Life 
Records Industries is doing business in  
Singapore. Venture capital-financed music 
company Ocean Butterflies International  
operates a label, a music-publishing division, a 
music school, a digital-distribution platform, 
and a digital-marketing division serving brands 
in China, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Malaysia and 
Singapore. 
  The effectiveness of the local music-industry 
body RIAS (Recording Industry Association – 
Singapore) is difficult to tell as digital piracy 
has been damaging the local music business.  
  Certainly, local music fans have a wide  
variety of digital-music services to choose 
from. The several international streaming-
music and download services on offer include 
Spotify, Deezer, 7digital, rara.com, iTunes, 
and YouTube. 
  The local telecommunications operators offer 
digital music as part of their entertainment 
packages. SingTel’s AMPed service, available 
via the Internet and mobile apps, offers a 
choice of international and local repertoire 
from 5 million-plus tracks.  
  Launched in 2009, it had been exclusive to 
SingTel subscribers until May this year when 
the operator opened the service to other  
operators’ subscribers. AMPed’s move is said 
to be in response to the recent entry of  
Spotify, the world’s biggest streaming-music 
platform with more than 20 million songs, into 
Singapore. SingTel’s interactive-entertainment 
website IDEAS also features a music store, as 
well as a digital hub for games, sports, news 
and on-demand TV.  
  SingTel rival StarHub’s music store was re-
cently rebranded Music Anywhere, as it joined 
forces with KKBox, the Taiwan-originated  
pan-Asian music service, to offer its subscrib-
ers more than 10 million tracks from 500  
international and local (Taiwan, Singapore, 
Japan, Malaysia and Hong Kong) labels. 
  M1, the third largest telecoms operator, also 
offers its own digital music service. And  
another local player is MeRadio.sg, which is 
an offering from the government-owned  
MediaCorp. Its catalogue of more than 
500,000 songs is accompanied by online  
versions of MediaCorp’s music radio station 
98FM and 93.3FM.  

  TV music-talent contests include The Final 1 
reality show on MediaCorp’s Channel 5. The 
Singaporean judges include Hype Records 
executive Ken Lim, singer/actress Kit Chan, 
and Taufik Batisah, winner of the first Singa-
pore Idol contest. The Final1’s top prize is a 
S$100,000 recording contract plus S$50,000 
in cash. 
  It appears to be replacing Singapore Idol, the 
local edition of Simon Fuller’s pioneering Pop 
Idol franchise, which seems to have been 
axed after three irregular seasons that began 
in 2004 and ended in 2009. 
  The music industry is not as state-controlled 
as other media sectors, such as the TV, radio, 
print and the film sectors. However, the MDA, 
the Infocomm Development Authority of Sin-
gapore and the Singapore Tourism Board 
were co-sponsors of the Digital & Music Mat-
ters trade event held 21-23 May in Singapore.  
  Also present was Lawrence Wong, the acting 
minister for culture, community and youth, and 
senior minister of state for communications 
and information.  Frances Moore, the IFPI’s 
CEO, was a keynote speaker.  
  The event is an increasingly popular industry 
gathering that receives delegates from 30 
countries and gives them an opportunity to 
speak to Asian and international music execu-
tives plus digital-technology companies that 
could influence the future of the region’s music 
business. 
 
Games 
The Singapore games sector, including video, 
social and mobile games, is tiny when com-
pared to the global business, which is valued 
at about US$70bn (DFC Intelligence). 
  While the value of the Singaporean market 
has not been published, the state is a source 
of endless creative games developers. 
  Razer, currently one of the most popular 
“hardcore” games companies with its head-
quarters in California, originated from Singa-
pore and its co-founder/CEO/creative director 
Min-Liang Tan is Singapore-born and raised. 
  Local and regional companies like Razer, 
Nubee, Activate Interactive, Cabal  
Entertainment Software, Gevo Entertainment, 
Emerging Entertainment and Boomzap Enter-
tainment use resources assisted by state aid 
to export their products. They are at the fore-
front of the next-generation, console, PC,  
social and mobile games in development. 
  Simultaneously, global games developers/
publishers, including France’s Ubisoft,  
Electronic Arts from the US, and Japan’s 
Tecmo Koei, have set up offices in Singapore 
to make use of the local talent and gain easier 
access to the pan-Asian region.  
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  Those firms now have a good chance of  
winning the contracts to the design games that 
will be licensed by the now larger Disney 
group, which also owns the franchises to the 
Marvel comic super heroes. 
  Meanwhile, foreign games companies like 
Japanese publisher Namco Bandai Games is 
expanding internationally and one of its new 
offices will be in Singapore.  
  Additionally, Singapore start-up games  
companies have caught the attention of major 
investment firms. Tencent, the Chinese  
Internet service provider, has agreed to invest 
US$26.95m in Singapore-based Level Up 
Games for a 49% stake. 
  The two leading telecommunications compa-
ny are paying attention to the games sector. In 
April, SingTel Innov8, the investment arm of 
telecoms group SingTel, led a US$5m  
investment round in Yodo1, a Beijing-based 
developer that makes local versions of  
international games franchises. 
  In the same month, SingTel competitor 
StarHub launched Game On, described as 
Singapore’s first mobile-games subscription 
service. Aimed at StarHub’s mobile subscrib-
ers, it gives them access to more than 400 
“premium” mobile games for just over S$5.00 
a month. 
  Media regulator the MDA is keen to  
encourage the development of local games as 
potential goods to export. The MDA set up the 
Singapore Game Box, an online initiative that 
provides a platform where aspiring local  
developers can upload their games. This gives 
the international industry access to test and 
give its feedback.  
 
Advertising 
Advertisers spent US$1.9bn on marketing in 
Singapore in 2012, according to figures  
supplied by global media agency ZenithOpti-
media. This represented a fall from the 
US$2bn spent in 2011 as marketers’ confi-
dence in media marketing took a negative hit. 
  In Singapore, however, newspapers account-
ed for the biggest share of the advertising pie 
at 36.9% (US$716m), followed by TV 
(US$636m) at 32.8%. At 9.4% and 8% respec-
tively, outdoor ads and radio lagged far  
behind, while magazines took 4.9%. 
 Digital advertising represented a respectable 
7.5% of the total, having been non-existent in 
2006 and now surpassing radio and magazine 
spend each. 
  ZenithOptimedia predicts that advertising will 
pick again this year, rising to US$2.13bn and 
continuing to grow to US$2.45bn in 2015. By 
that year, newspapers will still account for the 
biggest media spend followed by TV, but the  

Internet (US$284m) will have grown larger 
than outdoor (US$278m) and radio 
(US$169m). 
  As PricewaterCoopers research indicates, 
the domestic advertising market remains very 
small. However, Singapore is very popular as 
the Asia-Pacific headquarters of global adver-
tisers, from Procter & Gamble to Unilever.  
  The largest domestic advertisers are Singa-
pore Airlines, entertainment group Genting 
Singapore, alcohol beverage Tiger Beer (a 
Heineken International subsidiary), insurance 
giant Great Eastern, and utility-and-water 
group Sembcorp, among others. 
  To be near the Asian-Pacific marketing  
directors for global brands and Singaporean 
international brands, several major advertising 
agencies also operate their Asia businesses 
from Singapore. 
  They include the subsidiaries of the major 
global ad-agency groups: WPP, Publicis 
Groupe, Omnicom Group, IPG and Dentsu. 
Singapore is also seen as a route towards  
expansion into Asia for smaller agencies, like 
the move by London-based digital agency 
Brandcast Media, which opened a Singapore 
office in May to grow its business in Asia. 
 
Out-of-home 
An economy that relies a great deal on export-
ing services and culture, also relies on popular 
out-of-home (OOH) entertainment to boost 
tourism. The Singapore Tourism Board has 
pledged to lift tourism-driven revenues to 
£15bn (S$29bn) in 2015 and the number of 
visitors to 17 million from £11.1bn (S$21bn) 
and 13 million visitors in 2011.  
  There is a steadily growing OOH sector that 
indicates that ambition could be fulfilled. 
  The biggest player in that field is the stock-
exchange listed Genting Singapore, a  
subsidiary of the Genting Group, the Malaysia-
based international conglomerate with  
interests ranging from entertainment, casinos 
to energy resources. 
  The most popular Genting Singapore resort 
is the US$5bn Resorts World Sentosa (RWS) 
built on 49 hectares (121 acres) of land. RWS’ 
key attractions include the Universal Studios 
theme park, the world’s largest oceanarium 
Marine Life Park, five-star hotels, haute-
cuisine restaurants and a casino. 
  Universal Studios Singapore is one of two 
Asian theme parks from Universal Park &  
Resorts, part of Hollywood studio NBCUniver-
sal. The other one is in Japan. Since commer-
cially opening in 2011, the family-oriented  
Universal Studios Singapore has targeted the 
30 million visitors that have attended RWS 
over the years. The park alone received an 
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average of 9,500 visitors a day in 2012 and 
welcomed its 10 millionth visitor in this April. 
  The park brings Hollywood and US popular 
culture to Singapore via movie-themed attrac-
tions like Transformers the Ride: the Ultimate 
3D Battle; Jurassic Park Rapids Adventure; 
Shrek 4-D Adventure; and duelling roller 
coaster Battlestar Galactica: Human vs Cylon. 
The park also features themed sections such 
as Madagascar, New York, Hollywood and Sci
-Fi City, plus parades and firework displays. 
Lucasfilm Singapore contributed to the design 
of Transformers the Ride. 
  In February, the park added another  
franchised attraction called Sesame Street 
Spaghetti Space Chase. It is an immersive 
indoor themed ride featuring the popular  
puppet characters of the famous kids TV  
series Sesame Street. It was added to a  
section called The Sesame Street Experience, 
which includes live shows, a carnival, themed 
restaurants, and merchandise stores. 
  RWS, which takes into account the multi-
cultural profile of the citizens of Singapore and 
the neighbouring countries, recently partnered 
with India’s Nadiadwala Grandson Entertain-
ment (NGE), the long-standing Bollywood film 
producer, to premier a recent NGE hit movie 
at the resort. 
  Analysts predict that the slump in RWS’  
revenues to S$1.7bn last year will continue in 
2013, with a drop of up to 10%. Analysts have 
told the media that they believe the RWS’  
Marine Park Life, which features the 45 million
-litre aquarium and a water park, will attract 
more visitors to help boost revenues.  
  A new OOH attraction scheduled to open 
next year is the frequently postponed Singa-
pore Sports Hub, which is based in Singa-
pore’s Kallang district and will cost about 
S$2bn to complete. It has been described as 
Singapore’s largest public-private partnership 
and will be of the world’s largest sports venues 
when finished. It was spearheaded by the Sin-
gapore Sports Council. 
  The 35-hectare complex, which is replacing 
the previous National Stadium, was due to be 
completed by 2011. But the global economic 
crises contributed to several delays. It will in-
clude a new 55,000-capacity stadium with a 
retractable roof, a water-sports centre, an  
indoor aquatic centre, and an indoor multi-
purpose arena, plus a 41,000-sqm section for 
retail, dining and leisure.  
  It will also host live entertainment, especially 
live music as Singapore is one of the key  
markets for international acts touring Asia. 
  Another popular venue for international acts 
is Marina Bay Sands, the S$8bn casino resort 
developed by US-based Las Vegas Sands.  

 Veteran US rock band Aerosmith recently 
performed at Marina Bay Sands for their first 
visit to the island.  
  Barbados-born mega pop star Rihanna and 
US rock act The Killers will perform shows on 
the Padang Stage near the Marina Bay Street 
Circuit for the Singapore Grand Prix Formula 1 
race in September. 
  Live Nation, the world’s largest concert pro-
moter, wants a piece of the Singapore market. 
It has formed a joint venture with Lushington 
Entertainments to host shows in Singapore 
and Hong Kong. The joint venture is called 
Live Nation Lushington.  
  Lushington Entertainments belongs to mogul 
Ong Beng Seng and is part of the publicly 
quoted HPL group of hospitality/entertainment 
companies. Ong Beng Seng is also involved in 
the promotion of Singapore’s Formula 1 Grand 
Prix race.  
 
Sports 
Singapore, on the Formula 1 Grand Prix  
calendar since 2007, remains there until 2017. 
It is the only F1 night-time race. It is one of 
several sporting events held on the island.  
  Singapore was the host city for the 2010 
Summer Youth Olympic Games; and it will 
hold the 28th Southeast Asian Games in 2015.  
  The island is only one of seven Asian  
countries to have participated in every Asian 
Games, the second biggest global multi-sports 
event after the Olympics. 
  Singapore sent 23 athletes to the 2012  
Summer Olympic Games in London; it was 
also the most successful Olympics for the  
nation, winning two medals: a bronze for Feng 
Tianwei in the women’s singles table tennis; 
and a bronze for the women’s team. 
 
Copyright 
The Singapore Copyright Act has been in  
existence since 1987, and the last significant 
amendment was in 2006.  
  However, according to most of the state’s 
international trading partners, reinforcement is 
virtually absent. And as Singapore’s popula-
tion is among the most digitally savvy in the 
world, online infringement is rampant. 
  The Intellectual Property Office of Singapore 
embarked on an educational campaign in 
2010 to inform the state’s citizens of the  
damage copyright infringement can do to the 
creative sectors and the whole economy.  
  Media coverage of campaigns to ban the  
illegal use and access of content online indi-
cates the authorities want to emphasise the 
damage infringement causes to creativity as 
opposed to its illegality. The abuse of  
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cyberlocking and peer-to-peer file-sharing, 
used by hard-core copyright infringers, is not 
taken seriously. 
  The government’s approach appears to have 
been influenced by the outcome of the court’s 
hearing of the Odex case. Odex, a Singapore-
an anima-content distribution company, hit the 
media headlines between 2007 and 2008 for 
choosing to sue private individuals, as  
opposed to commercial pirate operations, for 
downloading anime without permission.  
  Odex then got court orders requiring Internet 
service providers to identify serial illegal down-
loaders. Several infringers settled out of court 
by paying Odex between S$3,000-S$5,000 
each.  
  According to the US-based IIPA 
(International Intellectual Property Alliance), 
Odex’ move had been inspired by similar  
actions taken by US music-industry trade body 
RIAA, which had embarked on a litigation 
campaign against individuals found to be 
downloading unauthorised music. 
  The IIPA’s most recent report on copyright in 
Singapore, based on 2012 developments, 
notes: “Online piracy continues to threaten 
Singapore’s market for copyright works,  

especially music, movies and television pro-
grammes.” The state’s negligence in battling 
infringement breaches the Free Trade Agree-
ment (FTA) Singapore signed with the US.  
  The IIPA suggests Singapore start enforcing 
the copyright provisions in the FTA to protect 
the music, movies and TV shows distributed in 
the market. It should also encourage ISPs to 
work with law-enforcement agencies to block 
the online distribution of illegal content.  
  The Alliance states that it is about time Sin-
gapore joined the rest of the world and banned 
camcording, the video-recording of movies on 
cinema-theatre screens.  
  Efforts to ban the sale of illegal software 
discs, such as those needed for video games, 
appear to be working.  
  Yet, pirates continue to bypass the law by 
importing devices that circumvent the encryp-
tion of games consoles and other hardware. 
  The IIPA argues that criminals will not take 
heed along as the penalty for illegal circum-
vention, which is up to two years in prison or 
up to a fine of S$20,000, is less severe than 
the penalty for selling illegal products on discs 
(which is up to S$100,000 in fines and up to 
five years’ imprisonment). MTF 
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Rockabox:  
THE Q&A SESSIONS  

 

As digital video advertising accelerates in growth,  
this London-based content, marketing and distribution company  
has come up with a technique, which aims to open the windows  

to how brands can stand out in the  overcrowded world  
of digital ad formats   

To paraphrase Jane Austen, it is a 
universally accepted truth that the effec-
tiveness of the once almighty 30-second 
TV commercial is not dead, but fading 
gradually.  
  Instead of waiting for its total demise 
until the 
next big 
thing 
comes 
along, Lon-
don-based 
Rockabox 
has thrown 
down the 
gauntlet to 
the inter-
national 
media, 
marketing 
and advertising industries. 
  The “media-content, tech and distribu-
tion” company is offering them online-
video advertising via a new digital-
content and marketing format called 
Shutters, and its online distribution  
platform Viewshare.  
  Both are already being used by  
marketers such as computer-software 
giant Microsoft, car maker Honda, and 
the Guardian Media Group, which are 
eager to reach the world’s rapidly grow-
ing “Internet-connected” consumers on 
next-generation computers, 
smartphones, tablets and the emerging 
connected-TV devices.  
  “Shutters can add lots of opportunities 
for engagement, including social media, 
vouchers, click-to-buy; brands can 
choose whatever options work for them  

and as many iterations as they require,” 
explains Torie Chilcott, Rockabox’ co-
founder and chief creative officer. 
  On screen, the trademarked Shutters 
looks like an opened shutter window 
(see page 29). It invites viewers to 
watch the main brand-funded video con-
tent in the window’s centre, which has 
side panels featuring interactive links to 
additional related content.  
  The format allows a brand to wrap  
itself around Internet-delivered high-
quality rich-media content.  
  No pre-roll ads spoiling the viewing  
experience here. For the viewer, the 
content remains editorially clean and  
uninterrupted; the brand delivers its 
commercial message without taking the 
viewer to any other part of the Internet.    
  This, Rockabox 
argues, enables a 
Shutters campaign 
to hit the Bull’s Eye 
among the targeted 
audience more  
often than other 
digital-marketing 
formats. The Lon-
don-headquartered 
company was co-
founded by CEO 
James Booth in 
2008. He is the  
former boss of 
award-winning  
European digital-marketing service pro-
vider Tangozebra, which was later sold 
to Google subsidiary DoubleClick.  
  The career of his business partner,  
Rockabox co-founder     ...cont page 30 
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Shutters—and their side panels:  

Rockbox’ window opens into a new world  
of online-video advertising 
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and chief creative officer Torie Chilcott  
includes working as a producer on the 
globally successful talent-competition 
format ‘Pop Idol’ at TV behemoth  
FremantleMedia (see FremantleMedia 
in MTF Issue No12). 
  She also developed TV-entertainment 
shows at Simon Fuller’s 19 Management 
and worked with impresario Simon  
Cowell on format programmes for the 
US networks NBC and Fox.  She is a  
children’s author to boot. 
  However, after working in the digital-
media technology business and the TV-
production sectors respectively, Booth 
and Chilcott came together to create 
new marketing opportunities for brands 
in the digital space. 
  Although growth in traditional advertis-
ing on broadcast and cable TV and print 
media remains dominant, it is slowing. 
On the other hand, advertising spend in 
the still burgeoning digital media, espe-
cially video advertising, is accelerating 
at a time when technology is pushing 
media’s boundaries. 
  But with that acceleration comes a 
plethora of new digital-advertising  
formats that are overcrowding the  
Internet. There is an endless choice, 
from pre-roll to post-roll ads, from  
display banners to click-to-view or buy.     
  Google’s AdSense might be generating 
billions for the search-engine Goliath, 
but it is not the most creatively inspired 
marketing format. 
  With Shutters, however, Rockabox 
feels well placed to serve its targeted 
clients: online publishers/website own-
ers, marketing (media, creative, PR, 
sponsorship) agencies, retailers and 
broadcasters. 
 For brands, consumers viewing a  
Shutters campaign should not feel  
distracted by irrelevant content and are 
drawn into discovering more via the  
side panels. For broadcasters, the panels 
can take viewers deeper into a show’s 
storyline. Online publishers can mone-
tise content by giving visitors options 
within the panels to pay for relevant  
enhanced experiences, while retailers 
can use the e-commerce facilities to  
encourage purchases of products seen in 
the main content.  
    “You can integrate Shutters with addi-
tional original content via competitions  

and social media,” Chilcott adds. “It has 
e-commerce capabilities should the user 
want to buy the brand’s products, while 
enabling the marketer to access all the 
analytics.” 
  Rockabox’ Viewshare, its network of 
“tier-one” online publishers that reaches 
more than 400 million unique monthly 
visitors, enables a brand to reach more 
than its established audience. 
  The Viewshare network includes the US 
and UK websites for Financial Times, 
News International’s The Sun (the UK’s 
largest circulation national newspaper), 
the internationally distributed Guardian, 
British magazine publisher Future  
Publishing, Shortlist Media’s Stylist  
magazine, and the Mail Online 
(arguably, the world’s most popular 
online news site). Rockabox collaborates 
with these high-end online publishers to 
offer the appropriate consumers that 
brands want to reach. 
  Morever, as Rockabox uses the HTML5 
technology, Shutters and Viewshare are 
web agnostic and deliver content to any 
Internet-connected digital device. 
  In addition to Chilcott’s comments, 
CEO James Booth discusses the  
technical aspects of their business in this 
issue’s Q&A session.   He gives facts and 
figures to vouch for Shutters’ claim to be 
a highly effective marketing format; he 
shows how the format meets marketers 
needs creatively and commercially; he 
illustrates why the company produces 
traditional TV shows for multi-screen 
distribution; and he explains why Shut-
ters can add to global advertising spend. 

_________ 

 
MTF: Who owns Rockabox? 
 
Booth: Rockabox is owned by me, Torie 
Chilcott and investors. 
 
MTF: When Shutters™ is applied to a 
campaign, does Rockabox handle 
the creativity or does the client? 
 
Booth: Invariably, the creativity for a 
campaign is handled by the client and/or 
its agency. Rockabox provides a sup-
portive creative function should the 
campaign require it. 
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MTF: Didn’t you think other branded
-entertainment formats, including 
transmedia shows, filled that slot? 
 
Booth: In many cases transmedia works 
extremely well particularly if the origin 
of the creative is TV. However, brands 
can find powerful activation of their 
sponsorship of content restrictive.  
Shutters™ brings many new layers of 
engagement and interactivity, allowing 
brands to realise many more marketing 
objectives against content. 
 
MTF: What statistics can you offer to 
illustrate effectiveness of a Shutters 
campaign compared to an online 
video ad? 
 
Booth: Shutters™ case studies have 
consistently shown interaction rates  
20-30 times that of industry norms, with 
several campaigns delivering unbelieva-
ble interaction levels. One recent car 
campaign on The Sun (UK’s highest  
circulation newspaper) is a good  
example - over 51% of people served 
the Shutters™ format, clicked to enter. 
Of this 51%, 35% engaged with the core 
interactive video execution. Of those  
interacting – 21% completed all six  
video-based sections, achieving dwell 
times of well over five minutes. And 
44% of people who initially engaged 
with the format entered the competition 
presented in the Shutters™. 
 
MTF: Explain in what context con-
tent owners can apply the Shutters 
toolkit to generate revenue? 
 
Booth: Shutters™ is designed to allow 
integration of a wide variety of web-
friendly processes; the ability to add  
e-commerce functionality to a Shut-
ters™ execution allows content owners 
to monetise this content without  
interrupting the video with intrusive 
hotspots.  

MTF: Valentine Warner Eats Scandi-
navia is a TV show debuting on 
UKTV lifestyle network Good Food 
this autumn: would Rockabox  
always create content with a brand 
in mind, or does Rockabox also  
produce pure entertainment?  

Booth: Yes – Rockabox also produces 
pure entertainment. However, invaria-
bly, really strong content can usually 
find a willing brand partner. 
 
MTF: Will the emergence of connect-
ed-TV sets make a significant  
difference to what Shutters and 
Viewshare can achieve for brand 
owners? 
 
Booth: Yes – as connected TVs improve, 
the capabilities of the in-built browser 
technology will allow powerful Shutters™ 
executions to be delivered to TVs. We 
have already successfully tested this. 
 
MTF: Will new formats like Shut-
ters™ add to the global ad spend or 
cannibalise part of a brand owner’s 
existing budget? 
 
Booth: Shutters™ adds to the global ad 
spend. Shutters™ allow brands to feel 
much more confident about funding con-
tent against their marketing objectives; 
we are seeing budget increases month 
on month and we anticipate brands mi-
grating to content as a powerful market-
ing mechanism. We will see increased 
spend rather than diversification. 
 
MTF: Also, isn’t there a danger that 
Rockabox has created another for-
mat that continues to fragment the 
monetisation of content?  
 
Booth: No, the monetisation of content 
is immature; pre-roll advertising still re-
mains the established option yet in-
creasingly end-user kickback has intro-
duced practices such as ‘skip ad’. There 
remains a strong divide between com-
mercial teams’ desires to sell pre-roll 
and editorial teams’ need to engage and 
retain end users. At the moment, the 
two do not operate synergistically. Shut-
ters™ is warmly received by editorial 
and commercial teams alike. 
 
MTF: In terms of intellectual proper-
ty, who owns the resulting creativity 
behind a Shutters campaign? 
 
Booth: Invariably it is owned by the cli-
ent/content owner. MTF 
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FEATURE 
 THE CREATIVE CORPORATE 

PROFILE 
Adidas, Germany/Global 

Brothers’ shoes. International media coverage 
of Owens’ four gold medals and Hitler’s fury at 
the African-American who defeated his Aryan 
athletes sealed Dassler’s reputation as a quality 
sportswear craftsman at home and abroad.  
  Following a bitter split with his brother and the 
termination of the Dassler Brothers’ factory, Adi 
took his marketing craftsmanship with him when 
he formed his own enterprise around 1948.  
  Rudi used his share of the shoe factory to 
launch the sportswear maker that later became 
known as Puma.  
  The 1990s saw the Adidas company experi-
ence a series of disruptive changes in the  
ownership structure. They include its sale to the 
colourful but controversial French entrepreneur 
Bernard Tapie, who then sold it to the late highly 
respected Robert Louis-Dreyfus, another French 
businessman, in 1993. 
  Through acquisitions and joint ventures,  
Adidas expanded into a multi-sports operation. It 
entered the skiwear business via its acquisition 
of Salomon Group and became known as  
Adidas-Salomon.  
  It bought golf company TaylorMade, formed a 
joint venture with fashion-design maven Stella 
McCartney.  
  This was followed by the takeover of UK-based 
Reebok in 2006 to become the second largest 
sports-goods maker globally. However, Reebok 
is still a financially struggling operation. 
  The TaylorMade golf line was recently  
enhanced with the acquisition of Adams Golf 
(MTF Issue No9), the US specialist equipment  
manufacturer, last year.  
  Today, Adidas is still headquartered in the orig-
inal Bavarian town of Herzogenaurach in Ger-
many, as is Puma.  
  Like Gutersloh-headquartered Bertelsmann 
(MTF Issue No12), another decades’ old  
German conglomerate with interests in media, 
marketing and creativity, Adidas remains true to 
its roots physically.  
  Adidas’ strength lies in the local, national re-
gional and global marketing of its line of sports 
clothing, accessories, equipment, its constant 
bid to develop innovative technological products 
and the corporate brand’s overall message of 
promoting health and an active lifestyle among 
its customers of all ages.  

Adidas Group, the multinational sports-apparel 
and equipment maker, is associated with sever-
al popular professional-sports events, including 
the All-German UEFA Champions League  
soccer-competition final held in May in London.  
  It was a top sponsor at the London 2012  
Olympic Games, soccer’s 2010 FIFA World Cup 
in South Africa, and will be at the 2014 World 
Cup in Brazil. That natural association with  
major sports events comes from a creative  
approach to marketing that goes as far back as 
1948 when the brand name was launched in its 
native Germany.  
  In the aggressively competitive international 
sports-goods business, it is ahead of the third 
largest Puma, which has similar origins to  
Adidas (more of that later). But it continues to 
play second best to Nike, the global No. 1. 
  Yet, as the world’s second biggest  
sports-goods brand, Adidas’ influence remains  
formidable. Additionally, it is gaining a reputation 
for investing in creativity through marketing  
strategies challenging Nike’s global dominance.  
  Naturally, it centres its brand messages on 
sports. But, to do so, it uses top photogenic ath-
letes; it has links to contemporary culture via 
music; and it displays its participation in 21st-
century lifestyles via its fashion products. And it 
is even becoming a serious media owner via its 
YouTube channels. 
  It is also publicly quoted multinational giant 
mandated to make a profit for shareholders. And 
the international investment community have 
trained their eyes on the group’s Route 2015 
strategy. Route 2015 is a promise to boost the 
group’s total global revenues to €17bn in the 
year 2015 from €14.9bn in 2012. The plan aims 
to give rival Nike, which is streets ahead in 
terms of brand value, a run for its money.  
 
Historical background 
The name Adidas is the syllabic abbreviation 
created from founder Adi Dassler’s name. It was 
the offshoot of Gebruder Dassler Schuhfabrik 
(the Dassler Brothers Shoe Factory), which he 
operated with his brother Rudi Dassler.  
  Adi Dassler’s chutzpah as a global marketer 
was first seen during the 1936 Summer Olympic 
Games in Berlin. He persuaded the legendary 
US sprinter Jesse Owens to run in the Dassler  
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Adidas – the group 
Globally, the Adidas business’ biggest clientele 
has traditionally been the international soccer 
business and remains so. Reports indicate  
Adidas generated €1.7bn from soccer-related 
activities in 2012.  
  You can also find Adidas-sponsored profes-
sional athletes or events in golf, tennis, basket-
ball, rugby, gymnastics, ice hockey, field hockey, 
outdoor activities (such as mountain climbing) 
and skateboarding.  
  In addition, it has channelled efforts into boost-
ing its share of the athletics business, especially 
running, which is arguably the fastest growing 
sports category after soccer. 
 
The running catch-up 
Adidas Group has ambitions to hike its share of 
the running segment in the world of sports. 
  The running industry is currently dominated by 
Nike. Yet, as demonstrated by the recent launch 
of its new Energy Boost shoes, Adidas is fighting 
for a greater share of that industry. 
 The group wants to improve on its 4.4% share 
of the US$15bn global running-shoes market. 
But it is tiny compared to rival Nike’s 54%,  
according to research consultancy 
SportsOneSource.  
  The solution could be Adidas’ growing involve-
ment in several long-distance running events. It 
was a sponsor of the 2013 Boston marathon 
race in April, which sadly ended in tragedy after 
a couple of terrorism-motivated bomb explosions 
killed three and wounded more than 250 of the 
runners.  
  In a defiant stance against the atrocity, Adidas 
issued a limited number of T-shirts with the  
slogan “Boston stands as one”. Proceeds from 
their sale went to The One Fund Boston, set up 
to help the victims.  
  On 26 April, the bombs’ survivors and their 
supporters completed the last mile of the race, in 
an event called OneRun with the slogan “We’ll 
get our finish”. 
  But Adidas’ move to sell the T-shirts should not 
be seen as a cynical short-term publicity ploy by 
a global conglomerate to protect its association 
with the event.  
  The brand has been sponsoring the Boston 
Marathon for 25 years and it supplied the gear 
worn by the organisers, officials, volunteers and 
members of the Boston Athletic Association. 
  Adidas has backed several full and half-
marathons internationally, including the ones in 
London, Berlin, Jerusalem, and Auckland. It 
sponsors marathon runners like Kenya’s Wilson 
Kipsang, the winner of the 2012 London Mara-
thon; another Kenya’s Sharon Cherop, the win-
ner of last year’s Boston Marathon; and Geoffrey 
Mutai, winner of the 2012 Berlin Marathon. 

  Additionally, it sponsors the King of the Road 
Southeast Asia running championship held in 
Singapore, Thailand, Indonesia, the Philippines 
and Malaysia.  
  Participants running in all the five countries will 
have completed a distance equivalent to two 
marathon races (84km/52 miles). This year’s 
series starts in the Philippines on 7 July and 
ends in Malaysia on 20 October. More than 
40,000 runners are expected to participate.  
  Then, in March 2014, Adidas will be sponsor-
ing the Silverstone half-marathon taking place 
on the famous UK motor-racing circuit.  
  Equally, Adidas has the global sponsorship 
rights to the IAAF World Athletic Series, includ-
ing the flagship World Championships, until 
2019. The Adidas Grand Prix series of track-and
-field activities, part of the IAAF’s Diamond 
League series, has been taking place since 25 
May this year.  
  Professional sports do not represent Adidas 
only income source. It targets amateurs, con-
sumers and the fashion-conscious via Adidas-
branded casualwear and accessories. And  
revenues are generated from its Adidas, Ree-
bok and the new NEO retail chains.  
 
A global operation 
By region, Adidas operates 170 subsidiaries 
worldwide. The group is headquartered in Ger-
many; the Reebok division is managed from 
Massachusetts; while the TaylorMade golf busi-
ness is based in California. 
  Western Europe remains the global group’s 
biggest region, followed by North America, 
Asian markets (excluding China) and the 
emerging European markets. In terms of individ-
ual territories, “Greater China” and the US are 
among its largest markets. 
  Adidas Group is a multi-billion dollar business 
that divides itself into two sections: the ‘Adidas 
Brand’ and ‘Other Businesses’. 
  The Adidas Brand is the core business. It in-
cludes the Adidas Originals products. All prod-
ucts made under the Adidas Originals umbrella 
(with its heritage three-leaf logo) are targeted at 
people who want to wear the original authentic 
Adidas classics as initially conceived.  
  The Originals range also includes a joint ven-
ture with US fashion designer Jeremy Scott. 
His Adidas collection with their loud patterns 
and uncompromisingly outlandish colours has 
become a hit among the live-music and record-
ed-music communities. 
  The Adidas Brand umbrella includes the Adid-
as Sport Performance products, which are 
aimed at sports professionals, dedicated ama-
teurs and enthusiasts.  
  The Adidas Sport Style range focuses on the 
21st-century fashion-conscious consumer.  
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It offers futuristic-looking items, such as the 
edgy but comfortable Y-3 range in a joint  
venture with Japanese fashion designer Yohji 
Yamamoto. It includes the high-end men’s  
casual clothing and accessories in the Porsche 
Design Sport line, the sophisticated casualwear 
seen in the Adidas SLVR range, and the  
fluorescent-coloured items in the new youth-
oriented NEO sub-brand. 
  Reebok, Adidas Group’s second biggest 
brand, is promoted with the “fit for life” slogan. 
Reebok products are centred on fitness, as  
opposed to competitive sports. 
  The ‘Other Businesses’ division is led by  
Reebok-CCM Hockey, which specialises in ice-
hockey gear. The Rockport products focus on 
premium casual and outdoor leather footwear 
featuring sports technology. The Rockport brand 
has been extended to include clothing and  
accessories.  
  The TaylorMade-Adidas Golf unit comprises 
Adidas Golf and Adams Golf (golf clothing, foot-
wear and equipment targeted at die-hard  
professionals and amateurs); and the more  
casual products of the Ashworth sub-brand. 
  In February, Adidas the group unveiled a new 
division called Energy Running. The first  
product to roll off the Energy Running machin-
ery is Energy Boost, the new running shoes that 
Adidas promises to be “revolutionary” and a 
“game changer”. 
  Outdoor-sports footwear for a variety of activi-
ties such as mountain climbing and biking en-
thusiasts is served by the Five TEN subsidiary. 
This was acquired in 2011 for US$25m. Outdoor 
is expected to contribute €500m a year to total 
revenues by 2015.  
 
Adidas – the brand owner 
Adidas’ current marketing slogan is “Adidas is 
All In”. It is aimed at those who dare to go all in, 
to emphasise that Adidas’ high standards and 
qualities can be found in all products, whether 
for professional or casual sport, lifestyle, street 
style or culture. 
  It comes as part of the £100m (US$151m; 
€117m) commitment to its sponsorship of the 
2012 London Olympic and Paralympic Games, 
for which it was voted Advertiser of the Year by 
leading UK industry magazine Campaign. 
 The group’s advertising agencies include Cana-
da-based Sid Lee (Adidas’ global agency of  
record, which coordinates the brand message 
created by itself and Adidas’ other agencies); 
Dutch/US agency 72andSunny; Work Club (for 
social media); TBWA\ Worldwide (for the 2014 
FIFA World Cup competition global campaign); 
and We Are Social (for the fan-content hub 
called Join Team Messi, which is dedicated to 
the world’s top soccer striker Lionel Messi).  

  With Sid Lee, Adidas launched what it says 
was the largest global marketing campaign in 
the brand’s history in 2011. It was created in the 
run-up to the Olympic/Paralympic Games the 
following year.  
  To highlight Adidas’ ability to serve all kinds of 
sports with its different bands in one marketing 
message, the campaign was built around an 
‘Adidas is all in’ commercial directed by award-
winning music-video director Romain Gavras. 
The commercial aired on TV, in cinemas and 
was distributed online. 
  Like its ultra-competitive rivals Nike and Puma, 
the Adidas Group is driven to raise not only the 
size of revenues and profits, but also the size of 
its value as a brand. 
  According to consultancy and research firm 
Interbrand, Adidas was worth US$6.7bn in 
2012, a 9% increase from its 2011 value. This 
made it the world’s second most valuable sports
-goods brand compared to market leader Nike 
(valued at US$15bn).   
  Adidas was 2012’s 60th most valuable brand 
when all categories are taken into account, still 
trailing Nike, which was 26th in the total ranking. 
Puma entered the Top 100 for the first time in 
2009, but seems to have fallen off again last 
year.  
 
Adidas’ got ball 
Adidas’ logo of three (parallel) stripes is univer-
sally associated with the “beautiful game” of 
soccer. This will be seen in Adidas’ role as the 
official maker of the FIFA World Cup ball next 
year in Brazil. It played the same role in the 
2010 World Cup. 
  In fact, Adidas has been the official ball  
manufacturer for about 12 World Cup finals  
between 1970 and 2014; for every UEFA Euro-
pean Championship between 1968 and 2012; 
for every Olympic Games football competition 
since 1996; and for a variety of national soccer 
premier leagues such as the Bundesliga in  
Germany, plus the top leagues in France,  
Argentina, Russia, Portugal, Japan, South  
Korea, and North America. 
  Following a successful 2012, boosted by its 
‘tier-one’ sponsorship of the Summer Olympic/
Paralympic Games, and the sales growth  
expected from its preparation to be the ball  
supplier for the 2014 FIFA World Cup, the  
company is confident of meeting its 2015 reve-
nue goals.  
  Just as its official ball for the 2010 World Cup 
was given the name Adidas Jabulani, the ball 
for the Europe’s UEFA Euro 2012 tournament 
was christened with its own brand name: Adidas 
Tango 12.  
  Adidas Brazuca is the official name for the ball 
for the 2014 World Cup in Brazil.  
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  Other significant brands under the Adidas 
Group’s roof are Reebok (sports apparel, f 
ootwear and accessories), Rockport (apparel, 
footwear and accessories), and TaylorMade 
(golf apparel, footwear and equipment). It has 
created a series of sub-brands that are develop-
ing autonomously.  
  The Originals has sub-brands such as Super-
star shoes (for basketball), Stan Smith shoes for 
tennis, and the Adicolor items that can be  
customised in any variety of colours for the  
purchaser. The Y-3 line are for the maverick 
fashionistas, the Porsche Design Sport brand is 
targeted at affluent male sports fans, while the 
new NEO line of clothing are aimed at today’s 
youth in the 14-19 age range.  
  The 2012 Digital IQ Index: Sportswear report 
by New York-based digital innovation think tank 
L2 ranked Nike and Adidas the Top 2 “genius 
brands” for their innovative digital-marketing 
strategies. Puma was fourth while Reebok came 
in ninth. 
 
Reebok still writhes 
The Reebok business, however, continues to be 
a millstone that never seems to get any lighter 
since its US$3.6bn acquisition in 2006. Analysts 
argue that the Adidas global operation will have 
grown much faster and almost caught up with 
Nike’s considerable lead had it not been for the 
Reebok problem. 
  Despite being targeted at the still popular fit-
ness sector, including dance, yoga and the gym, 
the company has revised Reebok’s 2015 sales 
downwards, to €2bn from €3bn. 
  Reebok lost its contract to supply apparel to 
the affluent US National Football League (NFL). 
Arch rival Nike got the contract instead. A deal 
to supply goods to North America’s National 
Hockey League (NHL) was also revised, follow-
ing the lock-out dispute that began in Septem-
ber 2012 and ended in January this year.  
  The lock-out meant 41.5% of the NHL games 
scheduled for the 2012/2013 season were not 
played, causing Adidas to lose business and 
exposure for its brand.  
  Later, the Reebok division paid the price for 
the “commercial irregularities” disclosed at its 
India subsidiary in April 2012.  
  CEO Herbert Hainer is confident of positive 
growth for Reebok by this year’s end as long as 
the group focuses on a more apt marketing 
strategy. Consequently, he has no plans to sell 
Reebok, he recently told the media. 
 
Revenues 
In the full year ending 31 December 2012, Adid-
as Group reported revenues of €14.9bn, a 12% 
increase from 2011, when based on the euro  

currency, and a 6% jump, when all currencies 
are taken into account. 
  The group’s gross profit rose 12% to €7.10bn 
last year, but operating profit fell 3% to €920m 
because of the €265m lost to “goodwill impair-
ment”. This was caused by a slump in revenues 
from the Reebok brand, and the euro-currency 
crisis that continues to hurt the European  
economy and impacts business elsewhere.     
  Without the goodwill impairment, an increase 
to €1.2bn in operating profit would have been 
reported. Adidas Group’s wholesale business 
generated the most revenues by business  
category (as opposed to brands). Wholesale 
brought in more than 50% of the total at €9.5bn. 
It represented a 7% growth in euro-currency 
terms compared to 2011.  
  Revenues from Adidas’ own retail sales, how-
ever, grew much faster at 21% to €3.4bn. While 
sales for specialist business, such as golf  
equipment, increased at the fastest rate of 25% 
to €1.98bn. 
  Although Reebok sales declined globally, it 
performed relatively healthily by rising 9% in the 
emerging European markets when based on 
total currencies.  
  Ironically, sales growth in Western Europe 
slowed down in 2012 despite the presence of 
the Summer Olympic Games in London and 
soccer’s UEFA four-yearly European Champion-
ship competition in Ukraine and Poland. The 
2011 sales, spurred by the marketing build-up 
for two major international sports events, were 
difficult to match once they had ended. 
  Adidas Group’s first quarter of 2013 also  
suffered compared to the first three months of 
2012, when Adidas experienced a business 
boom in anticipation of the impending Olympics 
and the Euro 2012 tournament in June and July 
that year. 
  Revenues fell 2% in euro-currency terms to 
€3.75bn. Group operating profit, however, 
jumped 8% to €442m in this year’s first quarter 
compared to the first three months in 2012. Pre-
tax income grew 10% to €427m. 
  The company predicts revenue growth will  
accelerate in the second half of 2013. This will 
be due to the end of investment in the 2012 
Olympics and UEFA Champions League and 
sales of a new range of products in preparation 
for 2014 events.    
  Additionally, Adidas’ investment in emerging 
markets, especially in Eastern Europe, Asia  
and mainland China, as well as the international 
growth of its branded stores are expected to 
bolster revenues. It hopes these developments 
will counter the continuing uncertainty of the 
global economy, especially the still troubled  
Europe, and its impact on consumers’ disposa-
ble income.  
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  Investors’ confidence in the Adidas Group was 
confirmed in June last year when it was granted 
a €500m “revolving credit facility”, a non-
instalment repayment loan, for five years. Adid-
as says it needs the funds to ensure flexibility 
when implementing its corporate strategy. 
 
The 2015 Mission 
By 2015, the Adidas Group has pledged to have 
boosted its global revenues to €17bn. The 
promise was made in 2010 when the company 
launched the initiative called Route 2015. 
  By the end of that year, the company says 
Adidas brand will still command most of the 
company’s business, bringing in revenues of 
€12.8bn. It originally forecast €12.2bn in 2010.  
  The Sport Performance division will generate 
€8.8bn; the Sport Style unit will deliver €3.9bn. 
The Other Businesses division will add another 
€2.2bn. 
 
Marketing partnerships 
Like other international sports-goods compa-
nies, Adidas generates sales by its association 
with award-winning athletes, the organisations 
representing the most popular sport events, and 
celebrities. Teaming up with the London Sum-
mer Olympic and Paralympic Games last year 
was a coup. In the UK and Europe, Adidas is 
almost synonymous with the region’s most  
popular sport, soccer. 
  For the 2012 Olympics and Paralympics, Adid-
as’ association with British fashion designer 
Stella McCartney paid off. They already own a 
joint venture called Adidas by Stella McCartney, 
which designs sports apparel, shoes and  
accessories for women.  
  In March 2012, McCartney unveiled the line of 
clothing to be worn by Team GB (the group 
name for the UK’s Olympic and Paralympic  
participants). The Team GB design was mod-
elled by the country’s hopeful medal winners 
(including golden heptathlete Jessica Ennis, 
triple jumper Phillips Idowu, tennis ace Andrew 
Murray, phenomenal cyclist Chris Hoy and 
swimming’s Paralympic wonder Jessica Ennis).  
  Initially, the design was attacked for not being 
British enough. Critics pointed to the fact that 
there was too much blue and not enough red to 
fairly represent the red, white and blue in the 
Union Jack flag. 
  However, once people became accustomed to 
the design, it was embraced by the public,  
especially as the UK went on to have its most 
successful Olympics participation ever.  
  Around the same time, Adidas by Stella 
McCartney opened its first ever standalone 
shop in London. The two partners’ most recent 
collaboration took place in May 2013 when the  

Adidas by Stella McCartney brand unveiled the 
casual but sporty spring collection. 
  In terms of sports associations, Adidas has 
partnered mostly soccer organisations. They 
include global governing body FIFA, its Europe-
an counterpart UEFA, and Africa’s CAF.  
  Several national soccer leagues, in Scotland, 
Germany, Japan, South Korea, Argentina,  
Russia, and Portugal as well as the US’ Major 
League Soccer, work with Adidas. Virtually most 
of the world’s soccer clubs and their players at 
all levels have worn the Adidas logo. 
  Adidas and UEFA have extended their partner-
ship until 2018, which will see the company  
directly involved in the men and women’s 
Champions League events, the Europa League, 
and the Super Cup competition.  
  The deal involves supplying the ball, as well as 
designing and marketing the sportswear. A  
similar deal has been struck with top German 
soccer club FC Bayern Munich (this year’s 
Champions League winner) until 2020, with the 
Spanish Football Federation until 2018, the  
Argentine Football Association until 2022, and 
with the Colombian Football Federation until 
2022. The sponsorship of famous athletes is 
another strategy. Currently, they include Argen-
tine soccer superstar Lionel Messi, No. 2 world 
tennis champion Andrew Murray from the UK, 
iconic British soccer star David Beckham (who 
recently announced his retirement) and National 
Basketball Association player Derrick Rose. 
Adidas has a US$260m endorsement deal with 
Rose, while its contract with Beckham has been 
valued at US$160m.  
  The multi-award winning Messi (he has won 
the coveted FIFA Ballon d’Or, to honour the 
world’s best player of the most recent season, 
four times) became the highest paid footballer 
last year. His base salary at Spanish club FC 
Barcelona soared to US$15.4m from US$10.5m 
after the club renewed his contract until 2018.  
  The deal also made him the 11th highest paid 
athlete worldwide. The Mail Online newspaper 
estimates his net worth to be £100m (when  
salary and endorsement deals are taken into 
account).  
  Messi is the star of Adidas’ international digital 
marketing campaign on Facebook. The compa-
ny is paying him a reported £2m a season to 
wear the F50 Adizero line of footwear.  
  The campaign’s Facebook element is support-
ed by TV, in-store and other digital marketing. 
Experts say Adidas selected Messi for this  
strategy as rival Nike appears to be making  
significant headway in its bid for a share of the 
multi-billion soccer business.  
 Adidas has appointed Jose Mourinho, recently 
the soccer coach of the Real Madrid club in 
Spain, who just moved on move to the even  
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richer London Chelsea FC, to be one of its 
brand ambassadors. He has been in campaigns 
for the sophisticated Porsche Design Sport 
range of high-end clothing. 
  At the grassroots level, the highest profile  
partnership formed by Adidas is with the UK’s 
sports-focused Newcastle University, which was 
announced in April. The two-year deal with the 
academic institution, the first of its kind for  
Adidas in the UK, will see the company supply 
scholarships and free sportswear to the univer-
sity’s most talented athletes, plus financial help 
for coaching facilities. 
   
The celebrity factor 
Adidas appoints non-sports celebrities to be its 
ambassadors, as long as they project the image 
of leading healthy active lives. Pop singer Katy 
Perry, German DJ producer Baby G (Georgina 
Fernandez), German photographer/artist/
blogger Sneakerqueen (Julia Schoierer), Chi-
nese actress/singer Li Bingbing, US hip-hop 
queen Nicki Minaj, fashion designer Jeremy 
Scott, and South Korea’s K-pop sensation 2NE1 
are among the popular-culture names linked to 
Adidas. 
  Canadian singing star Justin Bieber and US 
actress Selena Gomez have been picked to be 
the style ambassadors for Adidas’ new NEO 
clothing and footwear for the fashion-conscious 
youth. It is a three-year partnership with Gomez.  
 
Reebok partnerships 
Adidas Group’s Reebok brand has its own se-
lection of marketing partners, including North 
America’s National Hockey League, the US  
Major League Baseball, and the National 
League Lacrosse organisation. Adidas supplies 
the official apparel and equipment for the teams.  
  Reebok is the official sponsor of CrossFit, a 
fitness-specialist with more than 6,000  
franchised gyms worldwide and a following of 
fitness enthusiasts. It operates competition 
events internationally (mostly the US, Scandina-
via, France and Japan). CrossFit members form 
affiliates to take part in the Reebok CrossFit 
Games competition.  
  The financially struggling Reebok’s enthusiasm 
for CrossFit makes sense as the latter appears 
to be a growing business.  
  According to its website, the number of  
affiliates has already grown to more than 5,000 
globally from 3,400 in 2012. The total cash prize 
in the 2012 Reebok CrossFit Games came to 
US$1m. The top prize for the Individual heat 
comes to US$250,000. The top prize at the  
inaugural event in 2007 was US$500.  
  The 2013 finals take place during 22-28 July at 
the Home Depot Center in Carson, California.  

The Games’ finalists are considered to be the 
world’s fittest men and women.  
 
Retail therapy 
An effective marketing tool for the Adidas Group 
has been its own branded stores. It currently 
operates 2,446 outlets worldwide, including 
1,353 Adidas stores and 363 Reebok stores. 
Additionally, there are 730 factory plants.  
  The group’s collaboration with fashion  
designer Stella McCartney, Adidas by Stella 
McCartney, opened its first stand-alone store in 
London during May. It is a high-end store de-
signed by British architect firm APA Architects. 
  The flagship Adidas store worldwide, which is 
also its largest, is located in Sanlitun in Beijing’s 
Chaoyang District. It has 3,170sqm of floor 
space and guarantees all the Adidas Group 
brands under one roof. The store opened in 
2012 to coincide with the Olympics. In China, 
Adidas has another 130 franchised stores and 
four Adidas-owned outlets in Beijing. 
  The plan is to open another 250 stores globally 
in the coming year, based on the availability of 
space. About 100 Adidas and Reebok stores, 
mostly in Eastern Europe, are expected to  
definitely go live in 2013.  
  As part of an efficiency drive, another 150 are 
expected to be closed down, while another 150 
will be modernised. Several will be converted 
into concept stores that are designed to not only 
sell but also offer the customer a memorable 
‘Adidas’ experience.  
  Of the concept stores, the NEO-branded ones 
are the newest, having launched in 2008 to tap 
into the next-generation of young shoppers. 
NEO shops are designed to be a brightly  
coloured as the items they sell, but marketed in 
an innovative, tech-driven way for music and 
fashion-loving teenage digital-native customers. 
Previously, the NEO products were available 
only via wholesale or as boutiques inside  
Adidas stores. 
  But the Adidas Group has started opening 
standalone NEO outlets. The first dedicated 
NEO stores opened in the German city of  
Hamburg in February 2012.  
  Ten such pilot stores opened in Germany last 
year. NEO stores are being tested also in Chi-
na, India, Japan and Russia. And the goal is for 
NEO stores to generate another US$1.3bn by 
2015 for Adidas. 
  Retail accounted for €3.4bn of Adidas Group’s 
2012 full-year revenues (just over one-third of 
the €9.5bn generated via wholesale. It had in-
creased by 21% from the year before.  
  In the first quarter of 2013, retail’s growth rate 
slowed down to 4%. The business yielded 
€722m compared to €693m during the same 
period in 2012.  
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  Revenue from controlled space retail (including 
group-operated stores, e-commerce, joint-
venture stores, co-branded stores and branded 
stores-inside-stores) is expected to grow 50% 
by 2015. E-commerce represented 5% of net 
sales in 2012. 
 
Obstacles to growth 
While implementing its strategies, Adidas has 
been hitting obstacles along the way.  
  Its sponsorship of the Jerusalem marathon 
early this year became a hot political issue.  
  The event angered the Arab-speaking Middle 
East states, who assumed Israel was getting 
some kind of preferential treatment.  
  They have threatened to boycott Adidas prod-
ucts unless another marathon is held at the 
same time in an Arab-speaking country next 
year. 
  Last September, a series of anti-sweatshop 
protests were held in the UK, Germany and US 
where demonstrators demanded that Adidas 
honour the US$1.8m in severance payments 
due to PT Kizone factory workers made  
redundant in Indonesia in 2011.  
  The US’ Cornell University went as far as end-
ing its eight-year contract with Adidas in protest. 
In April this year, Adidas announced that it had 
reached an agreement with the workers to re-
solve the matter. 
  Then it emerged that, last December, a  
number of Chinese Adidas suppliers had threat-
ened to sue the company after Adidas allegedly 
shut down a factory and terminated contracts in 
China without fulfilling its obligation to compen-
sate them. Adidas insisted it had fulfilled its  
contractual obligations. 
  Adidas, however, has been on the winning end 
of some legal disputes. In November 2012, a 
Nuremburg District Court in Germany rejected 
allegations that Adidas had infringed rival Nike’s 
patent for using a type of technology in Adidas 
Primeknit Adizero shoes.  
  Nike had demanded that Adidas be stopped 
from selling the shoes in Germany. Adidas says 
it was able to prove that the technology had al-
ready been in existence since the 1940s. 
 Adidas also reached a settlement with the now 
defunct video-games developer/publisher THQ.  
  In a US$10.6m lawsuit, it sued THQ for  
allegedly failing to complete the creation and 
release of the miCoach 24/7 game for  
Microsoft’s Xbox 360 console. It was based  
on the Adidas proprietary miCoach fitness-
monitoring technology.  
  British developer Chromativity will now  
complete the game’s production and it will be 
published by 505 Games (the global games  
division of Italian digital-media firm Digital Bros) 
for the Xbox 360 and Sony’s PS3 consoles.  

Innovation future 
In March 2013, Adidas, its advertising agency 
72andSunny, search-engine giant Google and 
New York/Amsterdam-based interactive-media 
agency YesYesNo joined forces to create a 
computerised shoe that walks and talks.  
  Introduced as an experiment at the popular 
SXSW (South by South-West), the annual US 
music, film and interactive-media festival, the 
move was part of Adidas bid to win over the 
next-generation of media consumers.  
  The shoe came embedded with miniature 
speakers in the tongue, plus an accelerometer 
and pressure sensors in the soles, plus  
pre-recorded phrases that can be played aloud 
to motivate the wearer to stay active as he or 
she moves.  
  The more often the wearer uses the shoes,  
the more the technology learns when he or she 
is walking or running, whether he or she needs 
to speed up, slow down or change body  
movement. Bluetooth technology linked to an 
app records the wearer’s movements, which 
can then be shared with friends the on social-
media networks. 
  The talking shoe is just one of many projects 
that Adidas has embarked on to send out the 
message that it is a brand for the 21st-century 
digital age.  
  The company has an Innovation Team  
department mandated to explore and exploit 
user-friendly technology for sports enthusiasts 
of all levels. 
  Unlike the gimmicky elements of the ‘talking 
shoe’ described above, Energy Boost is Adid-
as’ new line of serious sports footwear. Promot-
ed with the catchphrase “changes running forev-
er”, Boost is currently targeted at the running 
sector. It also features its most recent pioneer-
ing use of technology. 
  The shoe’s mid-sole features ‘first-of-its-kind’ 
cushioning material made by BASF, the Ger-
man chemicals conglomerate. The material 
comprises thousands of tiny “energy” capsules 
that “store and unleash energy” with each stride.  
  It is said to be resilient, revolutionary, but com-
fortable for runners by ensuring each stride is 
consistent, enabling the athlete to use his or her 
energy more efficiently. 
  Launched in February, it is still too early to  
predict how the sports community will respond 
to Energy Boost, as every sports-goods  
manufacturer is boasting the use of one new 
technology after another. 
  However, it is part of Adidas’ bid to be as big in 
running as it is in the world of soccer.  
  With Energy Boost, it is focusing on the  
running sector initially, before rolling out the 
technology’s use to other sports footwear,  
including shoes for basketball and tennis. 
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  Adidas’ miCoach technology is a tiny perfor-
mance-monitoring device made for athletes 
measuring their performance during practice.  
  The compact device collects the data of the 
wearer’s body movement during sporting  
activities, the location, heart rate, speed,  
acceleration and deceleration, every stride  
during a run. The data is transmitted via radio 
frequencies to a central point (usually a dedicat-
ed box-shaped base station with an antenna), 
which then sends back the wearer’s improve-
ment status via Internet-connected devices such 
as a smartphone or a tablet (currently via an 
iPad app) in real time. 
  Every player in the 19 clubs of the US’ Major 
League Soccer has been equipped with the 
miCoach data-tracking device. The goal is to roll 
it out to other Adidas-sponsored teams globally. 
  Subsidiary Rockport launched the tru-
WalkZero footwear under the Rockport brand. It 
is said to be very light, thanks to technology that 
allows for all kinds of uses. 
  Other Adidas products promoted as using 
“revolutionary technologies and precise engi-
neering” include the Lionel Messi-branded 
Adizero f50 soccer shoes, the DyeDry tech-
nique used in the apparels’ fabric, and the Adid-
as Tango 12 soccer ball.  
  Reebok joined forces with Bose, the audio-
equipment manufacturer to produce dedicated 
earphones and armbands that allow wearers to 
be comfortable while listening to music during 
exercises.  
  Adidas plans to apply its new-technology  
strategy to the interactive display windows of 
its stores. The ground-breaking prototype was 
unveiled in Nuremburg last year at one of the 
new neon-coloured NEO outlets.  
  As part of a six-week experiment started in 
October 2012, shoppers interacted with the 
touch-screen window. With that, they were able 
to look at clothing items they liked and ‘drag’ the 
life-size images on to their mobile devices.  
  Once the shopper tapped in a given web  
address and a PIN number into their 
smartphone or tablet, the device gained a wire-
less link to the window’s screen. Every item  
selected on the window would then appear on 
the mobile device for an online purchase. 
  The shoppers could also have fun by seeing 
what each clothing item looked like on the  
life-size digital mannequin featured in the  
interactive window.  
 
The media owner 
Digital-media technology’s ability to democratise 
the barriers to entry in the media business is  

benefiting brands like Adidas, thanks to video-
sharing website YouTube. 
  Its YouTube channels distribute content for 16  
specific categories of mostly sports-related  
content. The Adidas Football channel has had 
more than 38.5 million views and 137,300  
subscribers; while Adidas Running has more 
than 10.8 million views.  
  There are YouTube channels dedicated to 
Adidas-sponsored basketball, skateboarding, 
outdoor sports, German football (7.5 million 
views), soccer superstars Lionel Messi and  
David Beckham. The Adidas Originals channel 
features performances from South Korean  
K-Pop singing acts such as 2NE1. 
  A high-quality documentary called The Return 
of D. Rose comprises a series of Adidas  
produced webisodes, which follow the recupera-
tion and convalescence of Derrick Rose, the 
basketball phenom who tore a ligament and is 
arguably one of Adidas’ biggest (and hence, 
most expensive) investments in terms of spon-
sorship. Adidas used the YouTube series to 
keep Rose in constant communication with fans 
while away from the basketball courts. 
  For the 2013 Spring/Summer collection of Y-3, 
Adidas’ joint venture with Japanese fashion  
designer Yohji Yamamoto, Adidas launched an 
interactive film campaign on the Y-3 website.  
  The film, which displays Yamamoto’s colourful 
line of design through exaggerated movements, 
distortions, mutations and transformations,  
invites viewers to mix and mash the visuals and 
sounds to create their own Y-3 videos and 
share them with friends on social media. 
  Adidas is also using dedicated social-media 
pages to create original content and encourage 
user-generated content.  
  By the end of April 2013, Adidas’ general 
sports YouTube channel reported 35.5 million 
views and 40,000-plus subscribers. Its Face-
book page had more than 13 million Likes, while 
Adidas Originals’ Facebook recorded another 
20 million-plus Likes.  
  Adidas had more than 80,600 followers on 
Twitter, more than 229,000 Instagram fans, and 
57,000-plus followers on the still developing 
Google+ social-media network. There are Adid-
as-dedicated podcasts on the social-audio web-
site SoundCloud.  
  What the Adidas Group plans to do with all  
this original and acquired content remains to be 
seen.  
  For the time being, however, it has its core 
business of creating sports goods to focus on, 
plus the challenge of turning Reebok into an 
ever-growing profitable brand. MTF 
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MTF Diary 
New York: African Art, New York, and the 
Avant Garde 
Until 2 September 2013 
@: Metropolitan Museum of Art 
Organised by: Metropolitan Museum of Art 
About: Imported African art in New York  
Details: www.metmuseum.org 
 
London: David Bowie Is 
Until 11 August 2013 
@: Victoria and Albert Museum 
Organised by: V&A; Gucci 
About: First international retrospective 
of legendary rock star, including music,  
fashion, photos and film  
Details: www.vam.ac.uk 
 
Cluj-Napoca: Transylvania International 
Film Festival 
31 May-9 June 2013 
@: Various venues 
Organised by: Romanian Film Promotion 
About: The 12th edition of Romania’s  
leading film festival and international film 
competition 
Details: www.tiff.ro/en 
 
Venice: Art Biennale 
1 June-24 November 2013 
@: Various venues, including the Giardini 
and the Arsenale 
Organised by: La Biennale 
About: The prestigious international art fair  
Details: www.labiennale.org 
 
Singapore: The Future of Ideas,  
Innovation & Creativity 
3-7 June 2013 
@:Singapore Management University 
Organised by: Ludvik + Partners 
About: Event on the uniquely 21st business 
model of crowd-sourcing and crowd-funding 
Details: www.crowdsourcingweek.com 
 
Washington DC: World Creators Summit 
4-5 June 2013 
@: Ronald Reagan Center, Washington DC 
Organised by: CISAC 
About: International creators, policy makers 
and industry leaders debate the future and 
protection of creativity in the digital world 
Details: www.creatorssummit.com 
 
Sydney: Sydney Film Festival 
5-16 June 2013 
@: Venues in the Central Business District 
Organised by: Sydney Film Festival 
About: Launched in 1954, it is one of Asia-
Pacific’s most revered film festivals 
Details: www.sff.org.au 

Belfast: Belfast Photo Festival 
6 June 2013 onwards 
@: Various venues in Belfast 
Organised by: Northern Ireland Tourist 
Board; Arts Council of Northern Ireland; 
Belfast City Council 
About: Second edition of Northern Ireland’s top 
visual-arts event, plus its Open Exhibition contest 
Details: www.belfastphotofestival.com 
 
Monaco: Monte Carlo Television Festival 
9-13 June 2013  
@: Grimaldi Forum, Monaco 
Organised by: Monaco Mediax 
About: Glamour, stars and talent meet to celebrate 
international TV entertainment and 
the coveted Golden Nymph awards 
Details: www.tvfestival.com 
 
Annecy: International Animated Film 
Festival  
10-15 June 2013 
@: Place Francois de Menthon 
Organised by: CITIA 
About: If good enough for South Park and 
Pink Floyd’s The Wall, then this festival is 
home to the best in international animation 
Details: www.annecy.org 
 
Cannes: Cannes Lions International  
Festival of Creativity 
16-22 June 2013  
@: Palais des Festivals, Cannes 
Organised by: Cannes Lions 
About: Global ad business gathers for the Cannes 
Lions awards and the digital debate  
Details: www.canneslions.com 
 
Wimbledon: The Championships  
24 June to 7 July 2013 
@: The Grounds; south-west London 
Organised by: All-England Lawn Tennis Club 
About: The UK leg of the four Grand Slams 
Details: www.wimbledon.com/en_GB/index.html 
 
Glastonbury: Festival  of Contemporary 
Performing Arts 
26-30 June 2013 
@: Worthy Farm, Pilton, UK  
Organised by: Glastonbury Festival 
About: From Rolling Stones to Dizzee Rascal 
via Mumford & Sons take to the stage at  
Europe’s biggest music festival  
Details: www.glastonburyfestivals.co.uk 
 
Hong Kong: Fashion Week 
8-11 July 2013 
@: HK Convention & Exhibition Center  
Organised by: HKTDC Events 
About: One of Asia’s top fashion events 
Details: www.hktdc.com 
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London: Frieze London 
17-20 October 2013 
@: Pop-up venue in Regent’s Park 
Organised by: Frieze 
About: 170 contemporary-art galleries world-
wide exhibit and sell latest works 
Details: http://friezelondon.com 
 
Shanghai: China Shanghai International 
Children’s Book Fair  
7-10 November 2013 
@: To be announced 
Organised by: Reed Exhibitions 
About: State-approved event on kids’ comics, 
animation, film and games 
Details: www.ccbookfair.com 
 
San Diego: The Art of Photography Show 
12 October-17 November 2013 
@: The San Diego Art Institute 
Organised by: Reed Exhibitions 
About: International exhibition of photog-
raphy art 
Details: www.artofphotographyshow.com 
 
Anaheim: BlizzCon 
8-9 Novevmber 2013 
@: Anaheim Convention Center 
Organised by: Blizzard Entertainment 
About: Global gaming community celebrate 
the Warcraft, StarCraft and Diablo brands 
Details: www.blizzcon.com 
 
Paris: World Fashion Week 
11-18 November 2013 
@: Parc du Champs de Mars 
Organised by: To be announced 
About: Inaugural event promoting global 
fashion business and social responsibility 
Details: www.wfoi.org 
 
Rotterdam: Rotterdam Beats 
14-16 November 2013 
@: Various venues, including Bird Jazz Club 
Organised by: Buma Cultuur 
About: Global festival for lovers and creators 
of urban bass and beats 
Details: http://2013.buma-rotterdam-beats.nl/ 
 
London: Music 4.5 – The Rise of Video, 
Video Fuelling the Music Business Model 
26 November 2013 
@: Lewis Silkin, Chancery Lane, EC4 
Organised by: 2Pears 
About: Using videos to retain live-music fans’ 
loyalty and drive ticket sales 
Details: www.music4point5.com 

Moscow: World Championships in  
Athletics  
10-18 August 2013 
@: Luzhniki Stadium  
Organised by: IAAF 
About: Leading international athletics events 
featuring the world’s top sports talent 
Details: www.mos2013.org/en/ 
 
Cologne: GDC Europe 
19-21 August 2013 
@: Congress-Centrum Ost Koelnmesse 
Organised by: UMB Technology 
About: Leading networking event and confer-
ence for games developers in Europe 
Details: www.gdceurope.com 
 
New York: US Open Tennis  
Championships 
26 August-9 September 2013 
@: Billie Jean King National Tennis 
Center, Flushing Meadows Corona Park 
Organised by: US Tennis Association 
About: US edition of the four international  
Grand Slam tennis competitions 
Details: www.usopen.org 
 
London: Music 4.5 – Smart Radio 2 
24 September 2013 
@: Lewis Silkin, Chancery Lane, EC4 
Organised by: 2Pears 
About: How the collection of data is making a 
adding new value to music radio online 
Details: www.music4point5.com 
 
Cannes: MIPCOM 2013 
7-10 October 2013 
@: Palais des Festivals 
Organised by: Reed MIDEM 
About: International forum for creators and 
vendors of multi-platform entertainment 
Details: www.mipcom.com 
 
Frankfurt: Book Fair 
9-13 October 2013 
@: Messegelande 
Organised by: Frankfurter Buchmesse 
About: The biggest gathering of international 
book publishing, rights sale and licensing 
Details: www.book-fair.com 
 
Amsterdam: Amsterdam Dance Event 
16-20 October 2013 
@: Various venues in the city 
Organised by: ADE Foundation/BUMA  
About: The 18th edition of the quintessential 
dance-music festival and conference 
Details: www.amsterdam-dance-event.nl  
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BILLION  
DOLLAR 
BLAST 

 
Investor Spotlight  

Serge Taborin 
 

Archant Digital 
Ventures 

In each issue of MTF, an investor or entrepreneur specialising in the media, entertain-
ment and the cultural arts and related technologies, is invited to go on a Creative 
Spending Spree. In this fantasy column, the investor has access to US$1 billion to 
spend on ten categories of the arts and entertainment business, explaining why they 
believe the work’s creativity and genius deserve the money allocated. The works may 
be admired for their originality, imagination, humour, inventiveness, audacity or even 
sheer simplicity.  

________ 
 

Top UK media-investment executive Serge Taborin does not believe regional 
newspapers should be shoved deep into the inside pages of media attention while 
YouTube, social media, branded entertainment and other digital platforms alone get the 
metaphorical front page. 
  He joins the ranks that include Warren Buffett, arguably the world’s most successful 
investor, who is committed to US regional newspapers (MTF Issue No8). The experi-
enced British media executive David Montgomery recently persuaded major media  
corporations to invest in local-newspaper publishing company Local World (MTF Issue 
No12). Like them, London-based Taborin trusts there is a role for the values of local 
newspapers, one of the oldest media formats, on tomorrow’s digital-world stage. 
  As managing director of Archant Digital Ventures, his job is to “identify, invest in and 
grow digital start-ups” that will fit into the corporate world of Archant Media, one of 
Britain’s leading regional-newspaper publishers.  
  Archant Media poached him from Perform Group, the publicly quoted UK company 
specialising in the international commercialisation of sports content for digital platforms. 
It authorised him to use the expertise acquired at Perform to help the company em-
brace digital media and technology while remaining relevant to both its newspaper 
readers and advertisers “in a way that makes commercial sense”. 
  With that remit, Digital Ventures was launched as a standalone division in January 
2012.  “In a sense, it is a digital accelerator, where products (and associated business 
models) that we believe in will have significant potential benefit from Archant’s invest-
ment, audience reach and existing commercial relationships with thousands of business-
es. This gives them the platform to accelerate their growth in ways they couldn’t do on 
their own,” Taborin explains.  

FEATURE 
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“This gives the (start-up) businesses in Archant Digital Ventures’ portfolio the oppor-
tunity to evolve – even if it competes with the legacy business in some areas.” 
  This is not as easy as it sounds. Archant Media is more than 165 years old. Like most 
newspaper businesses worldwide, it has seen a reduction in the number of staff, news-
paper circulation and frequency, budgets and revenues. 
  “One of the key reasons for this is the inability of traditional organisations to evolve 
beyond the strategies that made them rich in the first place because they tend to focus 
on ‘tried-and-tested’ business models rather than doing something that risks cannibalis-
ing them,” Taborin says. “New, disruptive businesses, on the other hand, don’t have this 
problem. Instead of worrying about what they could lose, they focus on what they could 
gain; and their strategies, corporate structure and business models are developed en-
tirely around making the best use of new technologies.” 
  Some of the new businesses Archant Digital Ventures is developing include Wedding-
site.co.uk. The website and its suite of wedding-planning tools complement the wedding 
services that have been integral to the company’s newspaper business. The move ap-
pears to be working. “Weddingsite recently celebrated its first birthday having exceeded 
all expectations and with almost 20% of UK weddings currently being planned through 
the site,” Taborin says. 
  Another Archant Digital Ventures investment is Streetlife.com, a social-media network 
for local communities aimed at existing local newspaper readers and those who have 
defected to reading online news alone. They might not know each other, but have much 
in common because they live in the same geographical area. 
  As Taborin notes: “This user-generated content provides a perfect supplement to our 
editorially produced content, while also providing a great source of local stories and is-
sues that we know are important to our audiences. Finally, the site also provides some 
innovative advertising possibilities.” 
  The multi-media potential offered by the new online ventures is ramped up when you 
consider that Archant Media already operates 200 websites and digital services associat-
ed with its print-media business. 
  Additionally, Archant Media is participating in Mustard TV, one of the new local-TV li-
cences issued by the UK government. Although not part of Archant Digital Ventures, as 
Taborin emphasises, it will be a sister company. It could open up potential multi-
platform collaborations in the long term. 
  “It is clear that regional media still has extraordinary potential – it has trusted brands, 
great local content, significant loyal audience and commercial relationships with local 
businesses that is unmatched by any of Archant’s competitors,” Taborin observes. 
“However, as the past decade has shown, relying primarily on local newspapers, even if 
these still bring significant revenues, is not a strategy that will work for much longer.”  
  During his down time, sports fanatic Taborin would love to splash his fictional billion on 
English Premier League soccer club Chelsea FC, soccer-themed video games or Rocky 
the movie in his spare time. Also, he tells MTF, not only has he enjoyed being enter-
tained by a fictional US president in The West Wing TV series or by two guvnors in a hit 
London stage play, he is still figuring out how much Fifty Shades of Grey has made as a 
book-publishing phenom.  
 
Movies: Sylvester Stallone’s Rocky (1976); any man who can beat a frozen cow into 
a pulp with his bare hands deserves an investment. Also made me get serious about 
doing press-ups every morning.  

Musical Recording: Fly Me To The Moon (the 1954 popular standard written by 
Bart Howard and recorded by most of popular music’s great singers); not only a classic, 
but also a backdrop to the first dance at my wedding. And easy to dance to, thankfully.  
 
Live Entertainment: One Man, Two Guvnors (the hit Richard Bean play in both 
London and Broadway); the funniest show I’ve ever seen – I was unable to breathe 
from laughing so much at one point. Brilliant writing and acting.  

FEATURE 
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Television Show: The West Wing (NBC’s award-winning drama serial set in the 
US president’s White House, from 1999 to 2006); unbeatable dialogue and the only TV 
show that managed to make politics look exciting and politicians endearing (well, some 
of them).  
 
Sport Event: UEFA Champions League Final, 2012; I am a Chelsea Football Club 
fan. I’d have happily spent my imaginary billion on this alone. 
 
Video Game: (Sports Interactive’s) award-winning Football Manager; I am not a 
huge fan of video games, but this had me hooked for a while…until I was told to get a 
life.  
 
Advertising/Marketing Campaign: The 2008 Barclaycard Waterslide cam-
paign (by ad agency BBH); this is the one where the young man leaves his office and 
goes home on a big waterslide. There are not many things that would make me love 
going to work, but this would be one of them. And it had everyone talking about Bar-
claycard as a part of it. 
 
Work of (fine) Art:  Banksy’s work - cool and clever at the same time.  
 
Book: (EL Lewis’ best-selling erotic novel) Fifty Shades of Grey; clearly, I haven’t 
read it, but what a great way to make a lot of money. Publishing at its best! 
 
Luxury Item: Bugatti Veyron; an extraordinary feat of engineering and a wonder-
fully designed car (albeit not the most practical). 
 
 
ABOUT SERGE TABORIN: London-based Taborin is the managing director of Digital 
Ventures at Archant, the UK's largest independently-owned regional media business, 
with 150 print titles and over 200 digital properties. Prior to his role at Archant, Serge 
worked in a number of consulting and corporate roles across the world, most recently at 
the digital-sports specialist Perform, where he was the director of group strategy and 
part of the senior team that grew the company from £3m revenue to a £600m flotation 
over a 5-year period. In addition to corporate roles, Serge sits on the Executive Com-
mittee of the Sainsbury Management Fellowship, a charity set up by Lord Sainsbury and 
the Royal Academy of Engineering to help the UK’s most promising engineers gain an 
MBA from the world’s leading business schools and providing some £7m in scholarships 
to date. Taborin holds a Masters’ Degree in Engineering from Oxford University and an 
MBA from INSEAD.  MTF 
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